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Abstract 
This report contains the results of research into the handling time of the goods receiving area of a 
warehouse. In this report it is shown how the good receiving processes can be improved in terms of 
efficiency and costs by making use of information integration and SSCC labeling. On the one hand 
this research provides insights in the value of a SSCC-DESADV integrated system. And on the other 
hand the business case for Sligro Food Group is elaborated. A handling time model is formulated to 
quantify both the value of the information integration system as well as the handling time reduction 
for Sligro Food Group in particular.  
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Management summary 
This section summarizes the results of the master thesis project into the handling cost reduction after 
redesigning the goods receiving processes at Sligro Food Group NV. 
 
Background 
In recent years a paradigm shift has occurred from enterprise focused operations to supply chain 
focused operations. An important issue in this paradigm shift is the integration of information and 
level of collaboration along the supply chain (Clark et al, 2001). Although the integration of 
information became important within the supply chain the value of information integration is not 
investigated for all integration technologies.  
 
Also Sligro Food Group NV recognizes the importance of improving the information integration 
technology and the collaboration with their suppliers. Sligro Food Group NV realizes that it became 
important to integrate the supplier information into their own operations to reduce costs.  
 
Due to  limited  knowledge  on the value of information integration and the willingness of Sligro Food 
Group NV to improve their information integration technique, this report  focuses on the handling 
cost reductions after integrating supplier information in the operations of the goods receiving areas. In 
more depth, the assignment can be formulated as follows: 
 
“Redesign the goods receiving processes of Sligro Food Group NV by integrating supplier 
information such that the handling costs will be reduced, and quantify these reduction by a business 
case”   
 
Research design 
To investigate on the one hand the value of information integration and on the other hand the 
reduction of handling costs for Sligro Food Group NV in particular, the research design, as provided 
in figure 1, is used. 

 
Figure 1: Overview of research design 
 
The first step of the research is to analyze the ideal and the current situation. The current situation is 
investigated based on an analysis of three research sites. The analysis of the research sites was used to 
describe the current situation of all the 18 branches. Together the analyses of the ideal situation and 
the current situation lead to the formulation of the gap, which lead to the development of two redesign 
strategies. To investigate the effects of the redesign strategies a handling time model is built. Based on 
assumptions, the handling time model is used to calculate the handling time and efficiency effects of 
all the 18 branches of Sligro Food Group, for the current situation and the situations after the 
implementation of redesign strategy 1 and 2. The handling time model was used as a tool to evaluate 
the efficiency improvements of the redesign strategies and quantify the handling cost reductions. 
Based on this evaluation the business case and recommendations are formulated. 
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Ideal situation 
The ideal situation is formulated based on state of the art best practices and best practices formulated 
after benchmarking. The ideal situation for Sligro Food Group NV is based on the introduction of 
DESADV and SSCC and some general best practices.  
 
The introduction of DESADV and SSCC leads to the following best practices;  

• preannouncements of the supply  
• paperless receiving 
• automated identification of pallets 
• automated data entry 
• automated put away via WMS 
• automated monitoring of supplier performance  

In general the following best practices are found; focus on whole supply chain instead of enterprise 
and focus on supplier integration. 
 
Next to the integration of information via DESADV and SSCC also RFID integrated systems have 
been investigated. Since the RFID technology is not yet mature the focus on the integration of SSCC 
labeling in combination with EDI-DESADV is admissible.  
 
Current situation 
The analysis of the current situation of the goods receiving areas of Sligro Food Group NV is based 
on an in depth study of three research sites; Freezer DC Veghel, Cooling DC Kapelle and Cooling DC 
Veghel. In table 1 the characteristics of the research sites are provided.  

Freezer DC Veghel Cooling DC Kapelle Cooling DC Veghel
W rapping Yes No Yes
W eight No Yes Yes
Num ber 480 827 298
fixed tim e windows Yes Yes Yes
capacity (in servers) 4 7 4
paperless receiving No Yes No
sign on beforehand No No Yes
verification on pallet level No No Yes
preannounce delivery via e-m ail No Yes No
100%  verification Yes Yes Yes
m onitoring of supplier perform ance No No No
transfer to bulk  location by suppiler No No Yes
form al put away rules No Yes No
put away based on W MS No Yes No

Receive product 

Verify product

Characteristics

Transfer

Pallet 

Schedule product delivery

 
Table 1: Overview of the characteristics of the three research sites 
      
In total Sligro Food Group has 18 different branches. The current situation of the other 15 branches is 
derived based on assumptions about the categorization of the 15 branches in one of the three research 
sites. The categorization is based on the number of received products, percentage of weight products 
and the percentage of wrapped products. Based on this categorization, the freezer DC (research site 1) 
is used to model the current situation of the FD1, FD2, FD3, bulk, non food, wine and spirits, RDC 
Kapelle dry groceries, RDC Putten dry groceries and all the delivery services. Furthermore, the retail 
DC Kapelle cooling (research site 2) is used to model the current situation of the retail DC Putten 
cooling. Since the characteristics of the cooling DC Veghel deviate from the other branches, this 
research site will not model the current situation of another branch.  
 
Redesign strategies 
In this report two redesign strategies are discussed in more detail;  

1. Redesign 1 is based on the data exchange technology called EDI-DESADV (electronic data 
interchange) in combination with the SSCC pallet label. The use of the SSCC label is limited 
to the identification of pallets and relates the physical pallet to the corresponding product data 
in the WMS. The combination of SSCC-labeling and EDI-DESADV should lead to 
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preannouncement of the supply, automated identification of pallets, automated data entry and 
paperless goods receiving. 

 
2. Redesign 2 is an extension of redesign 1 and uses the SSCC label also for internal 

identification and put away. So, the combination of SSCC-labeling and EDI-DESADV for 
redesign 2 should lead to preannouncement of the supply, automated identification of pallets, 
automated data entry, paperless goods receiving and automated put away based on the 
barcode on the SSCC-label. 

 
Handling time model 
The handling time model is formulated in order to quantify the effects of the redesign strategies for all 
the 18 branches. The handling time model can be seen as a black box which calculates the total 
handling time from a certain input (see figure 2). The input parameters which are required for a valid 
result are; process times and variances, available labor hours, transition probabilities of the process 
flow, arrival rates of pallets and suppliers and the different characteristics of the branch (for example 
% weight or % wrapped products). Moreover, the handling time model is formulated based on the 
analysis of the processes of three research sites of Sligro Food Group and therefore holds under some 
assumptions. Furthermore, the handling time reduction is bounded by restrictions on the utilization, 
work in process (WIP), throughput (TH) and cycle time.     

 
Figure 2: Overview of the handling time model 

  
Results 
The result of this research can be expressed based on handling time reduction, handling cost reduction 
and improvements based on logistic parameters. The results can be subdivided after the consequences 
of the implementation of redesign 1 and redesign 2. 
 
Redesign 1 
Introduction of redesign 1 reduces administrative handling and direct goods receiving handling. First, 
the verification of the order and paper dispatch advice is replaced by an automated verification 
process by the WMS. Second, the entering of product data is only necessary if anomalies are 
encountered between the DESADV, order and actual delivery. Third, the verification process is less 
sensitive for errors because it is paperless and based on both, order and DESADV data. These changes 
result in the following figures: 

• The process time on pallet level reduces on average with 14,5%  
• On supplier level the process time reductions are on average 29% 
• The utilization decreases on average with 29%  
• The WIP increases on average with 5,1% 
• The throughput increases on average with 40% 
• The cycle time is reduced with on average 27%. 
• In total the cost reduction based on total handling time reduction are €273 thousand per year 
• The calculated redundancy of 19 full time employees leads to a total cost reduction of €658 

thousand per year.   
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Redesign 2 
Redesign 2 is an extension of redesign 1. However in redesign 2 the SSCC label is also used as 
internal label. The use of the SSCC label as internal label eliminates the printing and attaching of the 
label to the pallet. The implementation of redesign 2 results in the following figures:  

• The process time on pallet level reduces on average with 28,4% 
• On supplier level the process time reductions are on average 41% 
• The utilization will be decreased on average by 41 % 
• The WIP will increase on average with 5 % 
• The throughput will increase on average with 70% 
• The cycle time will be decreased with on average 39% 
• The total cost reduction based on total handling time reduction are €383 thousand per year 
• The calculated redundancy of 21 full time employees leads to a total cost reduction of €727 

thousand per year.   
 
Implementation 
The discussed implementation strategies can be subdivided into cost related and organizational. Sligro 
Food Group should take into account the following implementation aspects; 

• Execute an in depth analysis of the total costs related to the implementation of 
SSCC/DESADV and calculate return on investments in periods 

• Inform and teach the goods receiving employees about the redesign and try to find support 
and cooperation before implementation 

• Try to implement the redesigns in cooperation with the suppliers  
 
Conclusions 
The implementation of SSCC in combination with DESADV reduces the handling time and increases 
the efficiency of the goods receiving process. The improvements of a SSCC/DESADV integrated 
system can be summarized as follows: 

• The scheduling of product deliveries will become easier after the implementation of 
SSCC/DESADV integrated system because of preannouncement of the delivery. 

• The receiving process of the products will be improved after the implementation of 
SSCC/DESADV based on a decrease in process times and an increase of efficiency. 

• The verification of products is improved after the implementation of SSCC and DESADV by 
automation of the verification process. 

• The transfer of the products can be improved by the implementation of SSCC/DESADV in 
combination with put away rules.  

 
The handling time model is a adequate tool to quantify both the handling cost reductions as well as 
the efficiency improvements. Therefore the handling time model can be used to evaluate the value of 
the SSCC-DESADV integrated system. 
 
Recommendations 

• Start monitoring the supplier performance.  
• Introduce supplier performance agreements  
• Keep up to date with the development of RFID integrated systems 
• Replicate the time analysis  
• Research the willingness of suppliers to attach the SSCC label and send the DESADV. 
• Research the effect of higher throughput at the goods receiving area on the execution at other 

departments of the DC. 
• Research the effect of the implementation of DESADV on the reliability and efficiency of 

invoice controlling.  
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1 Company description 
Sligro Food Group focuses on company acquisitions and cost focused business execution. To gain 
more competitive advantage, the operational costs will be reduced by permanent cost monitoring and 
a collective and integral logistic strategy. The goal of the focus is to reinforce the market leader’s 
position within foodservice and gain more market share within food retail.   

1.1 Sligro Food Group NV 
In this section more information is provided about Sligro Food Group NV (henceforth named Sligro 
Food Group) in general. Sligro Food Group is an organization which operates within foodservice and 
food retail. Sligro Food Group focuses directly and indirectly on the Dutch consumer. In 2008 Sligro 
Food Group had a turnover of 2,168 billion Euros and a net profit of 71 million Euros. In figure 1.1 
the organizational structure of Sligro Food Group is provided.  

 
Figure 1-1 Organization chart Sligro Food Group  
 
As can be seen from figure 1.1, Sligro Food Group can be subdivided into the central distribution 
centre and headquarter in Veghel, the food retail sector and the foodservice sector, and the service 
organization Sligro Fresh Partners & production. In this report the focus will be on foodservice and 
food retail, in particular on its warehouses.  

1.2 History  
In this section some highlights of the history of Sligro Food Group will be mentioned. Sligro Food 
Group was founded in 1935 as a wholesaler in margarine, fat and oil. The first Sligro cash-and-carry 
wholesale outlet was opened in 1961 and formed the basis of the current network of 44 Sligro outlets 
across the Netherlands. In 1992 the first delivery service wholesale outlet was operational. With the 
acquisition of EM-TÉ Supermarkets in May 2002, Sligro Food Group entered the food retail market 
with its own supermarkets for the first time. So, a combination of over 100 acquisitions and 
organizational growth has lead to the current business activities in food retail and foodservice markets 
in the Netherlands.  

1.3 Foodservice and food retail 
In this section the foodservice and food retail departments will be discussed in more detail. Both, 
foodservice and food retail serve the end customers of Sligro Food Group. The total turnover of Sligro 
Food Group can be subdivided over foodservice (66%) and food retail (34%).   
1 Foodservice focuses on catering, institutions, business catering, business services and petrol/ 

small-scale retail. The market share of Sligro Food Group within the Dutch foodservice market 
was 16,7% over 2008. Moreover, Sligro Food Group is market leader within foodservice. Sligro 
foodservice contains both, cash-and-carry wholesale outlets and delivery-service wholesale 
outlets. In total there are 10 delivery-service wholesale outlets and 44 cash-and-carry wholesale 
outlets.  

2 Food retail, on the other hand focuses on the supply of goods to the customer via supermarkets. 
Food retail contains both, own EM-TÉ outlets (84) and franchised Golff outlets (55). Together 
these outlets had a market share of 2,7 % within the Dutch food retail market in 2008. 
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1.4 Central and regional distribution centers 
In this section the focus is on the central and regional distribution centers. Central and regional 
distribution centers (DC) function as storage and transshipment warehouses. There is one central DC 
(CDC) in Veghel. This CDC supplies foodservice outlets, retail outlets and the retail distribution 
centers. There are two different retail DC’s; one in Kapelle and one in Putten. The regional 
distribution centers function as warehouses for the food retail sector. The warehouses of Sligro Food 
Group distinguish four different areas within their distribution centers (van den Berg and Zijm, 1999): 
• Receiving area: here quantities are verified and quality checks are performed on the delivered 

loads. Subsequently the loads are prepared for transportation to the storage area. This means that a 
label with bar code is attached to the load. 

• Storage area, in the storage area pallet places are labeled and connected to the load if it is placed 
in storage, such that loads can be located fast.   

• Order picking area, here the requested order will be collected and sorted in the right quantities. 
After the collection a dispatch label is attached to the order and it is prepared for transportation to 
the shipping area.    

• Shipping area, in this area all the orders are collected and prepared for expedition. Here products 
are collected after routing of the trucks.  

1.5 Strategy  
In this section the strategy of Sligro Food Group is elaborated in more detail. Sligro Food Group 
strives to be a dependable, high-quality company achieving managed growth in all its activities and 
for the benefit of all its stakeholders. Sligro Food Group pursues a multi-channel strategy, covering 
various forms of sale and distribution (cash-and-carry and delivery) and using different distribution 
channels (retail and wholesale). They focus in more detail on customer leadership, cost leadership and 
product leadership. Sligro Food Group operates in a fiercely competitive environment, in which the 
scope to translate cost increases into higher selling prices is limited. Therefore they continually strive 
to increase the efficiency of the operations by ensuring that their distribution and communication 
information systems are as effective as possible.   

1.6 Logistic distribution network 
In this section the goods flow of Sligro Food Group will be discussed in more depth. An overview of 
the general goods flow structure is provided to give more insights in the possible flows. As can be 
seen in figure 1.2, five different operational levels within the supply chain can be distinguished. 

  
Figure 1-2: Overview of the goods flow of Sligro Food Group 
 
Level 0 is the level of the suppliers. There are two kinds of external suppliers; suppliers which send 
their products directly (L(RZ)) to one of the Sligro Food Group departments, or suppliers which 
deliver the products to supermarkets (L(RL)). Level 1 only contains the central distribution centre in 
Veghel (CDC) while level 2 consists of regional distribution centers (RDC), delivery service 
wholesale outlets (BS) and cash-and-carry wholesale outlets (ZB). Furthermore level 3 includes both 
the supermarkets (F) and the service customers (SK). Finally, on level 4 the consumers are included.  
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2 Research methodology 
Sligro Food Group focuses on company acquisitions and on cost focused business execution. Sligro 
Food Group is operating in a high competitive environment and therefore cost reduction is necessary 
to compensate margin reductions as result of the “price war”. The strategy of Sligro Food Group 
focuses on cost reduction with regard to logistic operations.  

2.1 Problem 
In this section the problem of Sligro Food Group is elaborated in more detail. At the moment Sligro 
Food Group lags behind with regard to redesigning the business process and the integration of 
information systems at the goods receiving area. Competitors like Albert Heijn, Metro, Super de Boer 
and Jumbo already use supplier integrated information at goods reception (Marco van der Lee, GS1 
Nederland). Furthermore, these competitors have improved their business processes such that 
handling costs at the goods reception reduced dramatically. The redesign of the business processes of 
the direct competitors is based on the integration of Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) and the use of 
physical Serial Shipping Container Codes (SSCC) at the goods reception.        
 
Therefore, the problem of Sligro Food Group can be defined as follows: 

 

2.2 Assignment 
In this section the assignment is discussed in more detail. To become more competitive in the market 
Sligro Food Group wants to reduce operational costs by improving their goods reception processes.  
 
Therefore the assignment can be formulated as follows: 

 

2.2.1 Relevance of the assignment 
In this section the focus is on the relevance of the assignment. The relevance of the assignment can be 
described from both a scientific point of view and from the company point of view. 

Scientific point of view 
In recent years a paradigm shift has occurred from enterprise focused operations to supply chain 
focused operations. An important issue in this paradigm shift is the integration of information and 
level of collaboration along the supply chain (Clark et al, 2001).  
 
Although integration of information becomes more important, the value of information integration 
within a supply chain is an underexposed research topic. Though, a start is made in the article of Lee 
and Özer (2007), which researches the value of information for a RFID (radio frequency 
identification) integrated system. In the article of Regattieri et al (2007) however is mentioned that the 
use of RFID integrated systems is costly and therefore not yet appropriate for low price products such 
as fruit and vegetables. Furthermore this article states that there is a lack of standardization with 
regard to RFID and therefore technical instruments like bar coding are more appropriate.  
 
The article of Regattieri et al (2007) also states that bar coding is a widely used method for identifying 
items in the supply chain. While in the past the bar code was used on enterprise level, the focus is 
shifted to a supply chain focused use of the bar code. To stimulate the integration of bar codes along 

Problem definition: 
Sligro Food Group NV lags behind with regard to supplier information integration and an optimal 
goods receiving process. This leads to relatively high handling costs, which reduces the 
competitiveness of Sligro Food Group NV.  

Assignment: 
“Redesign the goods receiving process by integrating supplier information such that handling costs 
will be reduced, and quantify these reductions by a business case.”  
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the supply chain GS1 Nederland developed a standard bar code and label; the SSCC (serial shipping 
container code) code and the SSCC label (EAN-label) (GS1 Nederland, 2007).  
  
While the article of Lee and Özer (2007) focuses on RFID integrated systems, it lacks information 
about the effect of information integration on SSCC integrated systems. This study will contribute to 
research in the area of value of information integration within a SSCC integrated system.  

Company viewpoint 
The strategy of Sligro Food Group focuses on increasing competitive advantage by reducing costs. 
Both integration of information and business process redesign should lead to the reduction of handling 
cost. Sligro Food Group wants to become a leader with regard to information integration and therefore 
they need to start closing the gap with its predecessors.  

2.3 Project scope 
In this section the project scope will be elaborated. The project is demarcated in five ways and the 
demarcations will be discussed in more detail in the following subsections: 
2.3.1 Delineation of information integration technique 
2.3.2 Focus on the receiving area 
2.3.3 Focus on goods receiving processes of external suppliers 
2.3.4 Focus on the handling costs 
2.3.5 Delineation of the research sites 

2.3.1 Delineation of information integration techni que 
In this section the focus is on the delineation of the information integration technique. In this research 
the SSCC label in combination with the electronic dispatch advice (via EDI) is used as information 
integration technique. As mentioned before SSCC bar coding is an appropriate standard for 
information integration along the supply chain in the food industry. The SSCC label is the physical 
technique of recognizing pallets or other dispatch units among the supply chain. The code on the 
physical label corresponds to information about the product in an electronic database. The information 
within the database of the supplier can be exchanged via the electronic dispatch advice. This dispatch 
advice will be sent via EDI before actual delivery.    

2.3.2 Focus on the receiving area 
A second demarcation has to do with the focus on the area within Sligro Food Group’s warehouses. 
As described earlier Sligro Food Group distinguishes four different areas in their warehouses (figure 
2.1).  

 
Figure 2-1: Demarcation of the warehouse area 
 
From earlier case studies it appeared that the introduction of SSCC and DESADV has the largest cost 
reductions at the receiving area. Therefore the focus in this report is on the activities within the 
receiving area. 
    
The first case study is a pilot introduction of SSCC in combination with dispatch advices at Metro 
Cash-and-Carry (GS1 Nederland, 2004). The pilot introduction of dispatch advices in combination 
with the SSCC label at Metro Cash- and-Carry Nederland in 2003 leads to a reduction in handling at 
the goods receiving area. The pilot at Metro Cash-and-Carry did however not lead to a quantification 
of the reduction in total handling cost at the goods receiving area.  
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The second case which is researched is the implementation of SSCC and dispatch advices at Laurus 
(GS1 Nederland, 2006). From this business case can be concluded that the goods receiving process 
time per pallet reduces from 50 seconds per pallet to 5 seconds per pallet after introduction of SSCC 
in combination with EDI.  

2.3.3 Focus on goods receiving processes of externa l suppliers 
In this section the focus on external deliveries is elaborated. In figure 1.2 an overview is given of the 
supply chain of Sligro Food Group. The ovals in the figure correspond to the external supplies which 
are researched within this report. As can be seen from figure 1.2 also internal supplies are common. In 
this section the focus on external deliveries is discussed in more detail (see figure 2.2).  

 
Figure 2-2: Demarcation of the suppliers 
 
The aim of this study is to reduce the handling costs at the goods receiving area. At the goods 
receiving area two different product flows can be distinguished. Products can be delivered by external 
as well as internal suppliers. The handling of the products from internal suppliers is already 
minimized by business rules and processes; it is prohibited to check internal deliveries and the internal 
information integration is already designed to automatically book products into inventory. Therefore 
the internal suppliers are placed out of scope.  
 
The handling of received products from external suppliers is not minimized; business rules prescribe 
100% checks of external suppliers. Therefore handling is required to verify and control the deliveries 
of external suppliers. So, the focus of this study will be on deliveries of external suppliers and will 
exclude the internal suppliers. In particular the focus will be on all direct deliveries to regional DCs, 
CDC and delivery service outlets (see figure 1.2). 

2.3.4 Focus on the handling costs 
In this section the focus on the handling costs is discussed in more detail. The focus on the handling 
costs can be explained by on the one hand the results of the above described case studies. And on the 
other hand on the share of handling costs as part of the total DC costs. Furthermore the focus on the 
handling cost reduction enforces the strategy to focus on cost leadership. 
 
To give a general overview of the share of handling costs within the goods receiving area in 
comparison to the total distribution centre costs, in figure 2.3 an overview is given of the cost 
breakdown structure within a distribution centre in general (PWC consulting, 2002). These results are 
validated and are found to be comparable to the situation at Sligro Food Group. 
 
As can be seen 70% of all the costs within the distribution centre consists of labor costs. In the right 
figure the breakdown structure of the labor costs in particular is given and shows that 20-30% of the 
labor costs within a distribution centre are related to goods receiving activities. Therefore reduction of 
the costs in the goods receiving area will lead to significant reduction in the total costs of the 
distribution centre. 
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Figure 2-3 Cost breakdown of DC costs and DC labor costs (PWC consulting (2002)) 

2.3.5 Delineation of research sites 
In this section the delineation of the research sites is discussed in more detail. In total there are 18 
separate branches that consist of four regional distribution centers, eight central distribution centers 
and six delivery services within Sligro Food Group. The research project cannot analyze all the goods 
receiving areas of these 18 branches because the project is limited by a five month period. Therefore 
the microcosm theory is applied to this research (Hoover, 1996). The microcosm theory attacks 
problems via miniature versions of the company as a whole. After analysis on this level it is possible 
to do recommendations and develop design principles on company level. For the microcosm level the 
most complex products, delivered at the most complex branches should be distinguished such that it is 
possible to extract recommendations about flows and products which are less complex. Therefore the 
analysis will focus on the goods receiving processes of the branches that receive fresh products. 
Furthermore a distinction is made between the central and regional distribution centers. Both criteria’s 
are discussed in the following subsections.  

Branches that receive fresh products 
In this subsection the demarcation on branches that receive fresh products is elaborated in more detail. 
Fresh products within the supply chain of Sligro Food Group can be defined as products which are 
handled conditioned and/or have a sell-by-date (SBD) of less than thirty days. The fresh products are 
the most complex products because the sell-by-date is an important factor of determining the length of 
stay within a warehouse. Furthermore, fresh products include all different product groups; weight 
products, wrapped products and regular products. The fresh products are handled in conditioned 
warehouses and therefore the focus will be on the conditioned branches. 

Regional versus  central branches 
In general the branches of Sligro Food Group can be subdivided into regional DCs, central DCs and 
delivery services. The goods receiving process analysis focuses on the regional and central DCs, 
because the quantities and product diversities are larger than within the delivery service outlets. 
Furthermore it is assumed that beside the quantity differences, the characteristics of the delivery 
services are comparable with the characteristics of the central DCs. So, based on this assumption and 
the differences in characteristics between the regional DCs and the central DCs, both should be taken 
into account in the goods receiving process analysis.  
 
So, based on the microcosm theory and the criteria’s discussed above, three research sites are selected 
within the goods receiving area’s of Sligro Food Group. The first research site is the goods receiving 
area of the freezer DC in Veghel. The second research site is the goods receiving area of the cooling 
DC in Veghel. Finally, the third research site is the goods receiving area of the cooling department of 
the RDC in Kapelle. Based on the process analyses of these three research sites  a handling time 
model is developed and used to calculate the lower bound of the handling time of all the 18 branches. 
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2.4 Research design 
In this section the research design is discussed in more detail. The research design is developed based 
on the problem, assignment and delineation of the research. The research design is based on five 
different research steps:  
� Describe the ideal situation with regard to handling in the receiving area  
� Describe the current situation with regard to handling in the receiving area for the three different 

case studies 
� Develop redesign strategies to close the gap between the current situation and the ideal situation  
� Develop a handling time model and evaluate the handling cost reduction of the developed 

redesign strategies for the three case studies 
� Calculate the handling cost reduction for the other DC’s and delivery service outlets based on the 

handling time model 
 
In figure 2.4 an overview of the research design is provided. This overview shows the relationships 
between the five research steps and the final goal. 

 
Figure 2-4: Research design 

Description research design 
In this section a short description of the research design is provided. The first step in the research is 
the description of the ideal situation. The ideal situation will be formulated after conducting literature 
research and market research. Second, the current situation can be described after analyzing the goods 
receiving processes and handling costs of the three case studies. After describing both, the ideal 
situation and the current situation, the gap between both situations can be formulated. The gap will 
lead to the development of possible redesigns of the goods receiving processes and system integration. 
After formulating redesign strategies the effects of these redesigns will be evaluated for the three 
research sites. When these four steps are executed for the three research sites extrapolation of the 
results for the other branches will lead to final results of the business case and the formulation of 
recommendations.   

2.5 Research methods 
In this section all the used research methods are discussed in more detail. The research methods can 
be subdivided into descriptive, modeling, time measurement methods and multivariate data analysis. 

2.5.1 Descriptive methods 
In this report the SCOR method is used to describe the current situation at the goods receiving area of 
the different research sites in more detail (Supply-Chain Council, 2000). The SCOR method provides 
a standard method to describe the information integration functionalities and the processes within a 
supply chain on a structured manner. The SCOR method leads to an evaluation of best practices. In 
this report the focus is on the good receiving process, therefore only a small part of the SCOR method 
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is necessary for this analysis. The focus will be on the SCOR parts related with S1.1 Schedule product 
deliveries, S1.2 Receive products, S1.3 Verify product and S1.4 Transfer product. 

2.5.2 Modeling methods  
In this report two modeling methods are used to map the process flows. The BPMN technique is used 
to provide insights in the processes and their decisions. And the Markov chain modeling technique is 
used to provide insights in the transition probabilities of the different paths. 

BPMN modeling  
The BPMN modeling technique is used to model the process flows for the different research sites 
(White & Miers, 2008). This technique is used to provide overviews of the current situation and the 
situation after implementing redesign 1 and 2. The BPMN method is used because this method can 
distinguish different pools (for example different actors of the supply chain) and different lanes within 
a pool (departments of an actor). Therefore this technique makes it possible to distinguish Sligro Food 
Group from the supplier and makes a difference between administrative handling and direct goods 
receiving handling in one process flow. Furthermore this technique supports the integration of 
information flows in the physical process flow. 

Markov chain modeling 
The Markov chain modeling technique (Kulkarni, 1999) is used to derivate the transition probabilities 
and process flows for the 18 branches for the three different situations. This technique provides a 
well-organized method to model the process flows and their transition probabilities. The technique is 
based on two principles; transition diagrams and transition matrices. Both the transition diagrams and 
transition matrices are used as input for the handling time model.  

2.5.3 Time measurement method 
The time measurement method is used to calculate the process times and variances of the receiving 
activities. In this section the process time measurement method is discussed in detail. The 
measurement method is direct related to the time collection method. In general, time studies can be 
based on three different data collection techniques. First, subjective time estimates can be used to 
provide an overview of different activity times. Second, historical data can be used to calculate the 
activity times. Finally, activity times can be measured in the real-time situation. While estimates are 
subjective and Sligro Food Group did not record activity times at the receiving department, real-time 
time measurements are executed to collect activity times at the different sites. Three different real-
time measurement methods can be distinguished; stopwatch measurement, motion methods and 
sampling methods.  

Stopwatch measurement 
The first time measurement method is the stopwatch method. This method is a real-time measurement 
method were different activities are defined beforehand and times are measured with the help of a 
stopwatch. A specific stopwatch method is the multi-memory stopwatch method. This method can be 
used to measure more sequential activity times (Wall, 1997).  

Motion studies 
Second, there are motion studies which analyze the movements within an activity in more detail and 
after that assign standard times to the different motions. One motion method is the work-factor system 
method. The work-factor system method is based on the use of standardized times of motions (Quick, 
1962). This method is very usable for motions which last no longer than 0,15 minutes (Quick, 1962, 
p. 20). 

Work sampling 
Third, work sampling studies collects data at intervals of time (Barnes (1961)). An example of work 
sampling studies is the multi-moment method (Tippett, 1934). This method makes use of randomly 
chosen time moments to register what every employee and machine is doing at the moment. The aim 
of the study is to provide more insights in the work dispersion of activities.   
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In this report the focus is on the measurement of handling time at the goods receiving area of Sligro 
Food Group. The aim of the study is to measure activity times. These activity times are used to 
calculate the total handling time. Both stopwatch measurement and motion studies are suitable to 
measure activity times. Work sampling on the other hand is not suitable to measure activity times 
because the focus is on investigating the dispersion of time among activities. Stopwatch measurement 
is used to measure the handling times because motion studies are less suitable with activities which 
last longer than 0,15 minutes. More specific the multi-memory stopwatch method is used to measure 
handling times at the DC sites of Sligro Food Group. The results of the multi-memory stopwatch 
methods are the process times and variances of the different activities. These results are used as input 
parameters for the handling time model.  

2.5.4 Multivariate data analysis 
In this section the multivariate data analysis is discussed in more detail. MANOVA is a method which 
examines the effect of one or more non-metric independent variables on two or more metric 
dependent variables. A multivariate analysis is an analysis of multiple variables in a single 
relationship or set of relationships. In this report an analysis of the relationship between four 
dependent variables (time to verify (Y1), time to scan(Y2), time to enter data (Y3) and time to print and 
attach labels(Y4))  and four independent variables (pallet (X1), employee (X2), wrapping (X3), 
weight(X4)), will be discussed. These variables are defined in appendix A. The relationship can be 
formulated like: 

444 3444 2144 344 21
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The MANOVA data analysis is used to show the significant effects between the dependent and 
independent variables and the correlations between the nonmetric parameters. If the effects are 
significant different process times should be distinguished for the different independent variables. For 
example, the verification of wrapped products requires significantly less time than the verification of 
unwrapped products.  

2.6 Outline of the report 
In this section the outline of the report is provided. The report starts with providing background 
information on Sligro Food Group (chapter 1). Next, in chapter 2 the research methodology is 
described within the context of Sligro Food Group.  In addition to chapter 1 and 2, the rest of the 
report is structured based on the research design as described in figure 2.4. The first step of the 
research design is to define the ideal situation. The description of this ideal situation is provided in 
chapter 3. Next, in chapter 4 the current situation is described in more detail. Based on the ideal 
situation and the current situation, in chapter 5 two redesign strategies are provided that reduce the 
gap between the situations. The current situation of chapter 4 and the redesign strategies in chapter 5 
have to be evaluated based on indicators such as time, throughput and costs. In order to evaluate these 
indicators a general handling time model is developed in chapter 6. The handling time model is a 
general model to calculate the handling time of the goods receiving area. Based on the general 
handling time model the results of the redesign strategies for Sligro Food Group are given in chapter 
7. Since these redesign strategies are based on new techniques, some implementation strategies are 
provided in chapter 8. Finally, in chapter 9 the main conclusions en recommendations of the report are 
summarized. 

2.7 Summary 
So, in this chapter the problem, assignment, delineation, research design, research methods and the 
outline of the report are discussed in more detail. These six topics lead to the formulation of the 
research goal. The goal of this study is to research the efficiency improvements and handling cost 
reduction by redesigning the current goods receiving processes. Before redesigning the process a 
detailed discussion of the ideal situation and current situation are required. Therefore, in the next 
chapter the ideal situation for the goods receiving process is discussed. An overview of the current 
situation is provided in chapter 4.  
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3 Ideal situation 
In this section the ideal situation with regard to information integration and goods receiving 
processes for Sligro Food Group is discussed. On the one hand state of the art best practices are 
discussed. These best practices originate from recent literature. On the other hand benchmarking is 
done. The benchmarking is based on two cases within the food retail and foodservices and a 
graduation report. Both, the state of the art best practices and the conclusions from the benchmark 
will lead to a formulation of the ideal situation for Sligro Food Group in particular. 

3.1 State of the art best practices 
Van den Berg (2007) describes seven best practices with regard to goods receiving processes. These 
best practices will be used to formulate the ideal situation. The best practices can be subdivided into 
information integration (section 3.1.1) and goods receiving processes (section 3.1.2).   

3.1.1 Information integration 
In this section the best practices related to information integration at the goods receiving area are 
discussed in more detail.  

The use of warehouse management systems with real time communication 
First, the use of warehouse management systems (WMS) with real time communication is a best 
practice which increases the transparency of the processes. A WMS controls and records all the 
activities in the distribution center. Furthermore it provides detailed information about the processes 
within a distribution center. Real time communication with the WMS leads to a detailed registry of all 
the activities and it support decision making based on the current situation. Van den Berg (2007) 
describes two technologies which are state of the art with regard to real time communication. On the 
one hand he discusses radio frequency scanning in combination with SSCC bar coding and on the 
other hand he discusses RFID integrated systems.   

Collaboration between supplier and receiver 
Second, Van den Berg (2007) discusses two different forms of collaboration between supplier and 
receiver as best practices. On the one hand he mentions the sharing of information via DESADV 
(EDI) and on the other hand he elaborated the technology for labeling the batch of products (SSCC 
bar coding or RFID). Both increase the efficiency of the goods receiving process. Sharing of 
information about the supply will lead to elimination of identification, checking and registry activities. 
Both SSCC label and RFID tag contain a standard SSCC code which links the information from the 
DESADV to the supply.  

The use of flexible information systems 
The third best practice which is mentioned by van den Berg (2007) is the use of flexible information 
systems. The best practice with regard to flexible information systems is the use of a “standard” WMS 
system. A “standard” WMS is developed such that extensions can be implemented easily. A custom-
made WMS is less flexible because the extension should be custom-made as well and this takes time. 
On the other hand, from practice can be learned that custom-made WMS focus on only the parts 
which are needed and nothing else. This simplicity has also advantages. 

3.1.2 Goods receiving processes 
In this section best practices are discussed which are related to the good receiving processes. 

Paperless goods receiving 
First, paperless goods receiving is a best practice which increases the efficiency of the goods 
receiving process. Paperless goods receiving requires information integration between supplier and 
receiver. A technology which is mentioned by Van den Berg (2007) is the use of DESADV messages 
in combination with hand terminals which communicates via Radio Frequency with the WMS. The 
hand terminal is used to scan the barcode or a RFID reader is used to read the RFID tag which 
corresponds to a unique SSCC code. This code corresponds to the information sent via DESADV and 
therefore paper forms are not necessary anymore.  
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Alignment of various parties 
The second best practice with regard to goods receiving processes is the alignment of various parties. 
The alignment of the various parties involved is necessary to achieve the overall objective of the 
company or supply chain rather than their individual objectives. This should lead to an increase in 
overall performance. The best practice with regard to alignment of various parties at the good 
receiving process is supply chain management (SCM). Supply chain management makes a trade-off 
between service and costs. SCM can lead to service level agreements between the supplier and 
receiver. Supply chain management should furthermore increase the trust between the SC parties. The 
ideal situation is to deal with external suppliers in the same way as internal suppliers.  

The use of put away rules  
The last phase of the goods receiving process is the put away of products into storage. A best practice 
with regard to put away is the use of put away rules in combination with the WMS. The WMS will 
allocate a storage place for the batch based on several control rules. For example, put fast movers on 
places which are easy to reach.   

Workload balancing 
Workload balancing is a best practice which optimizes the waiting times and optimizes goods 
receiving capacity (Van den Berg, 2007). Time window agreements with suppliers can lead to 
workload balancing.   

3.2 Benchmarking 
In this section a benchmark is discussed based on two business cases. The first business case describes 
a pilot implementation of SSCC bar coding and EDI at Metro (section 3.2.1). The second business 
case discusses a pilot implementation of RFID and EDI at Schuitema (section 3.2.2).   

3.2.1 Case study 1: Pilot SSCC bar coding and EDI a t Metro 
In this section the pilot of SSCC bar coding and EDI at Metro is discussed in more detail. This 
business case is discussed to show the practical implementation of this technology at a food service 
company in the Netherlands. The pilot implementation was executed at the Makro outlet store in 
Duiven at the beginning of 2003. The pilot lasted for 2 months and was implemented in corporation 
with Remia and Van Uden Food-express (GS1 Nederland, 2004). The lessons learned from the 
implementation can be formulated as follows: 
 
• The use of standards with regard to labeling (SSCC-labels) and information sharing (EDI, 

DESADV) increases the efficiency 
• The combination SSCC, SSCC-label and DESADV is applicable to practical situations within 

food service 
• SSCC, SSCC labeling and DESADV provide a method for automated updating of the WMS 
• SSCC, SSCC labeling and DESADV reduce the handling time at goods reception  
• An integral approach with supplier and transporter is required to implement the technology 
• The WMS recognizes incomplete deliveries by comparing the DESADV and the order   
• The WMS can be programmed such that the delivery performance of a supplier can be registered 

and used to determine the frequency of controlling 

3.2.2 Case study 2: Pilot RFID at Schuitema  
In this section the pilot of RFID integrated systems at Schuitema will be discussed in more detail. The 
pilot of the RFID integrated system is based on collaboration between supplier Heemskerk, 
distribution centre of Schuitema and C1000 outlet shops. Some lessons learned from the pilot are: 
 
• The efficiency of controlling batches is increased because RFID readers can read more RFID tags 

at the same time 
• Environmental factors can influence the readability of the RFID readers and the usability of the 

RFID tags 
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• The readability of the RFID readers is less than 100% 
• The content of the boxes has influence on the readability of the RFID tags 
• RFID is a real time communication system which updates the database each time the RFID reader 

is passed.  
• Information is available for all the parties all the time such that errors can be observed and 

corrected 
• The RFID technology is not yet mature and lacks on standardization of technology and use 
• RFID tags are costly and need to be assembled at the production phase of the boxes which 

increases costs 

3.2.3 Review of graduation report about RFID 
As result of the lack of standardization and reliability of RFID within the pilot at Schuitema the 
graduation report of Crijns (2008) is reviewed to learn more about the applicability of RFID. Some 
lessons learned: 
 
• RFID provides the opportunity to read multiple tags (up to 200) at once within a certain radius 

from the reader 
• The market has a high potential but the development is going relatively slow 
• Points of consideration to implement RFID are return on investment and the development and 

features of the technology 
• In 2008 RFID was not a standard technology and therefore the value of the technology is not clear 
• The costs of RFID decrease if it is produced in high volumes but at the moment the demand is 

low 
• In 2008 the RFID technology is unstable   

3.3 Ideal situation for Sligro Food Group 
In this section the ideal situation for Sligro Food Group is delineated. As result of the immaturity of 
RFID as is discussed in section 3.2.3 the ideal information integration technique for Sligro Food 
Group is the combination of SSCC and DESADV. Based on this conclusion and the above described 
best practices from literature review and benchmark the ideal situation for Sligro Food Group can be 
described as follows: 
 
• The supply is announced beforehand via DESADV 
• Identification of batches is automated via SSCC bar coding 
• Paperless goods receiving based on WMS, DESADV and SSCC bar coding 
• Random checks based on delivery performance calculated via WMS and SSCC 
• Balanced workload via time window agreement 
• Automated put away via WMS based on put away rules 
• Focus on the overall goal of the organization and supply chain 
• The delivery performance of external suppliers is equal to performance of internal supplier 
• Trust is increased among supply chain members 

3.4 Conclusion 
In this chapter state of the art best practices and a benchmark have been discussed in more detail. Both 
the best practices and the conclusions from the benchmark lead to the formulation of the ideal 
situation for the goods receiving area of Sligro Food Group. From the case studies and the graduation 
report about RFID it can be concluded that the RFID technology is not yet mature and therefore the 
focus on the integration of SSCC labeling in combination with EDI-DESADV is admissible.  
 
Now the ideal situation for Sligro Food Group has been defined, it becomes relevant to know the 
current situation where Sligro Food Group finds itself in. This is described in chapter 4.  
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4 Current situation 
The current situation at the goods receiving areas of Sligro Food Group is described based on three 
research sites. The research sites are selected based on the complexity of product types and goods 
receiving processes following the micro-cosmos theory (Hoover, 1996). The selected sites are the 
goods receiving process at the freezer DC in Veghel (section 4.1), the cooling department of the RDC 
in Kapelle (section 4.2) and the cooling DC in Veghel (section 4.3). For these three research sites the 
receiving processes are discussed based on the SCOR method. By using the SCOR method all 
different subjects of the goods receiving process are discussed; schedule product deliveries, receive 
product, verify product and transfer. This results in a description of the current situation, which will 
lead to insights into the gap between the ideal situation and the current situation. After discussing the 
characteristics of the three research sites, assumptions are made about the current situation at the 
other 15 branches.  

4.1 Research site 1: Freezer DC Veghel 
In this section the current situation at the freezer DC in Veghel will be discussed in more detail (see 
figure 4.1). The goods receiving area of the freezer DC Veghel processes about 480 direct pallets per 
day. Next to direct pallets they also receive cross dock pallets. These cross dock pallets influence the 
utilization and therefore they should be taken into account when calculating the utilization. The 
received direct pallets can contain both wrapped products and regular products. Furthermore, the 
labels are printed at mobile printers and the scanning of the products is done by mobile computers. At 
the goods receiving area, 6 full time employees are receiving and verifying the products.   

Process description 
As can be seen in figure 4.1 the goods receiving process starts after an announcement of the supplier 
and handing over of a paper dispatch advice. A dock number is assigned to the supplier by the 
administrative employee. Thereafter the dispatch advice is verified with the corresponding yellow 
order form. If there are no differences the yellow order form should be handed over to the goods 
receiving employee. If there are differences between the yellow order form and the dispatch advice 
adjustments should be made on the yellow order form. Thereafter the adjusted yellow order form is 
handed over to a goods receiving employee. The direct goods receiving process starts with the 
verification of the pallets on wrapped or unwrapped products. Next, the products will be verified on 
correct number and sell by date (SBD) by the goods receiving employee. If the number and SBD 
correspond to the order form and if the products are wrapped, both the consumer and the trade unit 
barcodes should be scanned and the number of products and SBD should be entered. If the product is 
not wrapped only the consumer barcode has to be scanned and the product data should be entered. For 
both wrapped and unwrapped products the following process step is to print and attach labels. If the 
label is printed and attached, the following pallet will be verified or if the whole load is verified the 
delivery should be withdrawn.  If there are anomalies in the number or SBD for either wrapped or 
unwrapped products, stock monitoring has to be called to verify if the products can be booked into 
stock or should be returned to the supplier. If stock control accepts the anomaly the process is 
resumed with scanning of the barcode(s). Else the anomalies are processed and return forms have to 
be written. Next, the following pallet will be verified or if the whole load is verified the delivery 
should be withdrawn. The withdraw process is done by the administrative employee and consists of 
collecting the return forms (if necessary) and giving a copy of the yellow order form (with the 
adjustments) to the supplier. Finally the order is closed and the supplier is sent away.  

4.1.1 Schedule product deliveries 
In this section the scheduling and managing of the supplier deliveries is elaborated in more detail. At 
the freezer DC in Veghel, the product deliveries are scheduled before the actual delivery will occur. 
On the one hand the schedule is based on supplier agreements and on the other hand on capacity 
information of the goods receiving area.  
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Figure 4-1: Overview of the goods receiving process of the freezer DC in Veghel 
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Supplier agreements 
The supplier agreements are made by the purchase department. The workload at the goods receiving 
area is taken into account while setting up the supplier agreements. Supplier agreements which 
influence the product delivery schedule are agreements about fixed delivery days and time windows. 
In total 6 of the 8 receiving hours are reserved for the fixed time windows. Next, to the fixed time 
windows there are free time slots for irregular deliveries, such as folder deliveries which need an extra 
time slot. Furthermore the free time slots can serve as buffer for suppliers which are not able to meet 
their time window agreements. At the moment the supplier performance with regard to on time 
delivery is not monitored formally and taken into account in the schedule. The judgment of the 
supplier performance is based on feelings instead of monitoring it formally and is only communicated 
if there are large anomalies.  

Capacity 
At the goods receiving area 6 full time employees are in duty. But because of holidays and a work 
week of 36 hours 4 employees serve the system simultaneously. All the employees are working at 
their own jobs and parallel working at one supplier is not permitted. The 4 servers share one waiting 
queue. All the employees are cross trained and therefore they are able to fulfill all the activities at the 
goods receiving area. So while the system is restricted to 4 servers working at the same time, it is 
important to take into account the capacity restriction while planning the deliveries. A balanced mix 
of suppliers in a time window will spread the workload equally and therefore the workload is 
balanced.  

4.1.2 Receive product 
In this section the current receiving process of the freezer DC in Veghel is discussed in more detail. 
As can be seen in figure 4.1 a distinction is made between the in house good receiving processes and 
the supplier (different pools). While the focus is on the goods receiving processes only the 
communication between the goods receiving area and the supplier is visualized. Furthermore, the 
goods receiving process can be subdivided into administrative handling and goods receiving handling 
(different lanes). 
    
Some conclusions can be drawn from the goods receiving process. First, the goods receiving process 
uses paper instead of an automated system. Bar coding is used to optimize the goods recognition 
process upstream. Furthermore, there are no rules to control the suppliers.  A 100% check of all 
pallets is executed even if the supplier performance is 100%.       

4.1.3 Verify product 
In this section the verification of the products is discussed in more detail. As is mentioned above a 
100% check is executed at all the suppliers. But not all the wrapped products should be checked on 
consumer barcode and SBD. If there are more than five pallets of the same wrapped products every 
fourth pallet should be checked on consumer barcode and SBD. Furthermore there are no well defined 
business rules which take into account the supplier performance to determine the number of checks. If 
there are anomalies the goods receiver needs to call the stock monitoring department before he 
continues with the verification. Stock monitoring is responsible for the stock and therefore they need 
to decide on accepting extra products, to small deliveries or deliveries with a wrong SBD. 

4.1.4 Transfer 
The goods are received at the goods receiving area. The pallets should be transferred to the right place 
in this area by the supplier. After verification the pallets are transferred by a fork lift truck driver to 
the bulk location. If the product is deficit, the pallet should be transferred directly to the pick location; 
else it should be put into a bulk location nearby the pick location. At the freezer DC there are no 
formal put away rules. The put away process is however guided by the pallet labels which contain the 
pick location of the pallets. The lift truck drivers are well experienced and place the pallet near by the 
pick location at a free place in bulk. The warehouse management system is not yet able to provide the 
lift truck driver with a free bulk location. 
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4.2 Research site 2: Cooling DC Kapelle 
In this section the current situation at the cooling DC in Kapelle will be argued in more detail (see 
figure 4.2). The goods receiving of the Cooling DC in Kapelle processes about 827 direct pallets per 
day. Next to direct pallets the cooling DC also receives cross dock pallets but these are not taken into 
account in this report because they are handled in another area. The received pallets can contain both 
wrapped products and unwrapped products but this difference will not be taken into account because 
only the consumer barcode is scanned to verify the pallet. Furthermore weight products should be 
distinguished. For weight products also the weight should be verified and entered into the WMS. At 
the cooling DC in Kapelle product data is entered with a hand terminal and the labels are printed on a 
fixed printer at the goods receiving office after verifying the whole batch. At the goods receiving area 
9.2 full time employees are in duty. Because of holidays only 7 employees serves the system 
simultaneously.  

Process description 
As can be seen in figure 4.2 the goods receiving process starts after an announcement of the supplier 
and handing over a paper dispatch advice. Thereafter, a dock number is assigned to the supplier and 
the delivery is handed over to a goods receiver. The direct goods receiving process starts after 
scanning the consumer barcode of the first pallet. After the barcode is scanned the supply is linked to 
the WMS. After scanning the consumer barcode, the supply is checked on weight or not weight 
products. The following step is the verification of the product data with the data from the WMS. The 
delivery will be verified on SBD and number of products and this data will be entered into the WMS 
via the hand terminal. Thereafter the verification of the pallet is finalized and the following step is to 
check whether all the pallets are verified or not. If all the pallets are verified the goods receiver hands 
over the order to an administrative employee or starts the administrative handling himself. If not all 
the pallets are verified the direct goods receiving process is continued with the next pallet.  
 
So after verifying and entering pallet data, the entered order rules are verified with the ordered order 
rules. The WMS system recognizes incompletion and anomalies. If the entered order rule is equal to 
the order, the order rule is checked whether it contains weight products or not. If the entered order 
rule is not equal to the order stock control is contacted. Stock control has to decide on whether to 
accept or reject the anomalies. If they reject the anomalies, the anomalies should be processed and 
return forms should be written. If the anomalies are accepted the process is resumed with the check 
whether the products are weight products or not. In case of weight products the total weight per order 
rule should be entered into the WMS. Else the process resumes with the check whether all order rules 
are checked on correctness. After checking all the rules labels will be printed and attached by a 
receiver. Thereafter the delivery is formally withdrawn by an administrative employee.   

4.2.1 Schedule product deliveries 
In this section the scheduling and managing of the supplier deliveries is elaborated in more detail. At 
the cooling DC in Kapelle, the product deliveries are scheduled before the actual delivery will occur. 
The schedule is based on supplier agreements and on the other hand on capacity information of the 
goods receiving area.  

Supplier agreements 
Supplier agreements are made by the ordering department in Veghel. Within the cooling DC in 
Kapelle products with short SBD are common. Therefore fixed and frequent delivery days and fixed 
time windows for these products are set. The products with a short SBD should be delivered between 
5.00 and 7.00. The other suppliers can deliver after 7.00 within there agreed time window. While the 
receiving process is very tight scheduled between 5.00 and 7.00, extra deliveries or folder deliveries 
should be announced by the supplier beforehand and delivered after 7.00. There is no slack time 
available in the time window between 5.00 and 7.00, but there is extra space to unload extra deliveries 
in the time windows after 7.00. The unloading of extra deliveries takes place within the expedition 
area. These deliveries are handled next to the fixed receiving schedule. The receiving process of the 
products is managed beforehand, with regard to both capacity and workload balancing.  
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Figure 4-2: Overview of the process flow of the goods receiving process in Kapelle  
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Capacity  
At the goods receiving area in the cooling DC in Kapelle the largest amount of the goods will be 
received between 5.00 and 7.00. This is caused by the short SBD dates and therefore results in small 
stock. The stock should therefore be refilled as soon as possible. The peak in capacity required is 
between 5.00 and 7.00 thereafter the workload is more spread and it is possible to receive extra 
deliveries simultaneously. The required capacity for the extra deliveries is not scheduled but if a 
receiver is available he will start checking the extra load.  

4.2.2 Receive products 
In this section the current receiving process of the cooling DC in Kapelle is discussed in more detail. 
Before the actual delivery, the supply will be announced if there are deficits, else no announcement 
will be received. The goods receiving processes are totally automated and only the administrative 
handling makes use of paper. All the supplies need to be verified 100% (the internal suppliers 
included). The bar coding technique is used to make the products visible for the WMS and reduce the 
handling upstream in the processes.  

4.2.3 Verify product 
The products are verified on number and SBD on a 100% controlling system. Furthermore the 
delivery is checked on its correctness and completeness via the WMS. The verification is paperless 
and is based on the match between entered data and the order in the WMS. The level of verification is 
on pallet or pallet layer level. Supplier performance does not play any role on the level of control. 
Furthermore bar coding is used upstream in the process to verify the product in an effective manner. 

4.2.4 Transfer 
The products are unloaded by the driver within two areas, one is the regular goods receiving area and 
the other area is the expedition area. The expedition area is only used for receiving extra deliveries. 
The transfer from the goods receiving area to the bulk/ pick locations is guided by the WMS and the 
RF system. Put away rules are based on the pick location. If the pick location is on the right side of 
the corridor the pick location should be odd and if the bulk location is on the left side of the corridor 
the bulk location should be even. The WMS makes use of real time data to allocate bulk locations to 
the received products.                    

4.3 Research site 3: Cooling DC Veghel 
In this section the current situation at the cooling DC in Veghel will be elaborated. The goods 
receiving area of the cooling DC Veghel processes about 298 direct pallets per day. The direct pallets 
can contain both wrapped and unwrapped products. Furthermore, deliveries can contain weight 
products and non weight products. The data can be entered and scanned with a hand terminal, a fixed 
computer or a mobile computer. The fixed computers are only used for mixed loads which should be 
unloaded from the pallet and put on another pallet. While this is time consuming, the pallets are 
placed nearby the fixed computer and therefore there is no difference between entering in a mobile or 
a fixed computer. Furthermore printing can be done on a fixed or mobile printer. The mobile printers 
are linked with the mobile computers and the hand terminal and fixed computer are linked with the 
fixed printers which are in the same area as the fixed printer. At the goods receiving area 5.9 full time 
employees are receiving and verifying the products. This means that 4 employees are serving the 
system simultaneously. 

Process description 
The goods receiving process starts after an announcement of the supplier. A paper dispatch advice is 
handed over from the supplier to the administrative employee. Thereafter a dock is assigned to the 
supplier and the dispatch advice is verified with the order form. If the dispatch advice is equal to the 
order form the dispatch advice and the order form are handed over to the goods receiving employee. If 
there are anomalies between the dispatch advice and the order, the stock control department is 
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Figure 4-3: Overview process flow cooling DC Veghel 
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contacted. Stock control has to decide on whether to accept or not accept the anomalies. In any case 
the anomalies are communicated via telephone to the supplier. Thereafter, the order form and 
DESADV still are handed over to a goods receiving employee. Next, the load will be verified on  
pallet level. If the number of pallets corresponds to the dispatch advice the goods receiver signs 
beforehand and send away the supplier. If there are anomalies stock control is contacted. If stock 
control gives permission to continue, the load is signed beforehand and otherwise the anomalies are 
processed and return forms are written. After the load is signed beforehand and the supplier is sent 
away the load is verified on pallet content level. The first step in the verification on pallet level is to 
check the load on wrap or no wrapped products. Thereafter, the SBD and number of units on a pallet 
are verified with the dispatch advice and order form. If there are no anomalies the barcode(s) are 
scanned, product data is entered and labels are printed and attached. If the labels are attached the next 
pallet of the delivery will be verified or the delivery will be withdrawn. For wrapped products both 
the trade unit barcode as well as the consumer barcode should be scanned. For not wrapped products 
only the consumer barcode should be scanned. If there are anomalies stock control is contacted and if 
necessary anomalies are processed and return forms are written. If stock control accepts the anomaly 
the verification of the pallet will continue with scanning the barcode(s). If stock control does not 
accept the anomaly a return form is written and the following pallet is verified if necessary else the 
load will be withdrawn.  

4.3.1 Schedule product deliveries 
In this section the scheduling and managing of the supplier deliveries is elaborated in more detail. At 
the cooling DC in Veghel, the product deliveries are scheduled before the actual delivery. The 
schedule is based on supplier agreements and on the other hand on capacity information of the goods 
receiving area.  

Supplier agreements 
Supplier agreements are established by the ordering department. The agreement contains 
arrangements on delivery day and time window and on the delivery performance of the supplier. All 
the suppliers of the cooling DC should deliver 100% of the folder orders. The ordering department 
makes no fixed arrangements on performance for the other orders. All these arrangements are 
established to balance the workload at the goods receiving area. Although fixed delivery days and 
time windows are communicated to the supplier there are also agreements on extra deliveries. The 
extra deliveries such as folder deliveries should be announced on beforehand and will be scheduled in 
free time slots. Next to the preannouncements with regard to extra deliveries 80% of the suppliers 
preannounce their delivery via email before they actual arrive at the DC. The preannouncements and 
the schedule lead to well prepared goods receiving processes. To stimulate the flow within the goods 
receiving area supplier agreements are made to sign before actually checking the load on product 
level. With all the suppliers the agreement is made to sign beforehand with 100% return if the load is 
not corresponding to the order.   

Capacity 
At the goods receiving area there are two shifts which are overlapping in time. In total 5.9 full time 
employees work at the goods receiving, and are able to fulfill all the activities in this area. Although 
the actual receiving capacity is fixed on 4 servers, it is important to take into account the capacity 
before planning. 

4.3.2 Receive product 
In this section the current receiving process of the cooling DC in Veghel is elaborated. As can be seen 
in figure 4.3 a distinction is made between the in-house goods receiving processes and the supplier. 
Although the focus is on the goods receiving processes only the communication with the supplier is 
displayed in figure 4.3. The goods receiving processes can be subdivided into administrative handling 
and goods receiving handling. 
 
Some conclusions can be drawn about the goods receiving process. First, the goods receiving process 
is based on paper instead of an automated system. Bar coding is used to recognize the goods 
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upstream. To stimulate the flow within the goods receiving area the suppliers are send away before 
controlling the content of the pallets. All the suppliers are checked 100%.  

4.3.3 Verify product 
In this section the verification of the products is discussed in more detail. As already discussed in the 
previous section the verification is done on three levels. First the dispatch advice is verified with the 
order by the administrative employee. Second the receiving employee checks on pallet level. Third 
the receiving employee checks on product level. All the suppliers are checked 100% and this does not 
depend on monitored supplier performance. The supplier performance is not monitored officially but 
if the performance of the supplier is noticeable low the supplier needs to stay at the dock until the 
whole load is checked on product level. Since this will rarely be the case and it does not influence the 
in house process, this will not be included in the report. If there are anomalies observed, stock control 
is responsible for the handling.  

4.3.4 Transfer 
In this section the transfer within the goods receiving area is discussed. There are three different 
goods receiving areas. First, pallets that contain more than one product group and are not split with 
another pallet will be received in the area with fixed computers. This area contains there own docks. 
Regular, products will be received nearby the regular docks. So the driver unloads his truck in the 
same area. Third, bulk products will be transferred by the driver from the regular unloading dock to 
the bulk location. In all the cases lift truck drivers drive the pallets into the bulk location. 

4.4 Comparison 
In the previous three sections the current situation at the different research sites are discussed in more 
detail. In this section an overview and a discussion are provided of the differences and similarities 
between the characteristics of the three research sites (see table 4.1).   

Freezer DC Veghel Cooling DC Kapelle Cooling DC Veghel
Wrapping Yes No Yes
Weight No Yes Yes
Number 480 827 298
fixed time windows Yes Yes Yes
capacity (in servers) 4 7 4
paperless receiving No Yes No
sign on beforehand No No Yes
verification on pallet level No No Yes
preannounce delivery via e-mail No Yes No
100% verification Yes Yes Yes
monitoring of supplier performance No No No
transfer to bulk location by suppiler No No Yes
formal put away rules No Yes No
put away based on WMS No Yes No

Receive product 

Verify product

Characteristics

Transfer

Pallet 

Schedule product delivery

 
Table 4-1: Overview of the characteristics of the three research sites 
 
Discussion 
As can be seen from table 4.1 the number of pallets received per day differ significantly between the 
research sites. However, the number of servers is the same for freezer DC Veghel and Cooling DC 
Veghel. This is due to the fact that weight products require more handling time than non weight 
products. The ideal situation as discussed in chapter 3 discusses paperless receiving and put away 
based on the WMS. As can be seen from table 4.1 the cooling DC Kapelle is already using such a 
system in contrast to the other two research sites. Furthermore, exclusively at the cooling DC Veghel 
supplier agreements are made with regard to signing on beforehand after counting on pallet level. This 
means a decrease in waiting time for the suppliers at cooling DC Veghel, but it does not influence the 
internal processes.      
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4.5 Assumptions about the remaining branches 
As is discussed in the introduction of this chapter Sligro Food Group has in total 18 branches. This 
section describes the assumptions made about the remaining 15 branches in order to categorize them 
in one of the three research sites (see table 4.2).  

Research site 1 (freezer DC Veghel) Research site 2 (cooling DC Kapelle) Research site 3 (cooling DC Veghel)
 Food 1 DC Veghel (FD1)  Retail DC Putten cooling
Food 2 DC Veghel (FD2)
Food 3 DC Veghel (FD3)
Bulk Dc Veghel
Non Food DC Veghel
Wine and spirits DC Veghel
Retail DC Kapelle dry groceries
Retail DC Putten dry groceries
DS Barendrecht
DS Den Haag
DS Diemen
DS Drachten
DS Gilze
DS Haps

Categorization of branches

 
Table 4-2: Categorization of the 15 remaining branches  
 
The categorization is based on comparability’s on the number of received products, percentage of 
weight products and the percentage of wrapped products (see table 1 of appendix B). These 
assumptions are validated by expert opinions of the operational managers. The operational managers 
agree on the categorizations of the 15 branches, although they had some doubts about appropriateness 
of SSCC in combination with EDI-DESADV for the six delivery services. Therefore, a subtotal is 
required of the total handling costs with and without the delivery services.       

4.6 Conclusion 
In this section some conclusions are drawn about the current situation at the goods receiving areas of 
Sligro Food Group. At the three different research sites some different approaches can be 
distinguished. The cooling DC Kapelle distinguishes from the other research sites by its paperless 
goods receiving process, the difference in process time between weight products and regular products, 
checks on pallet level, order line level and supplier level and the extra deliveries are handled in 
another area by the same servers. The cooling DC in Veghel distinguishes from the other research 
sites by preannouncement of the supply via email and signing the load on beforehand. Finally, the 
freezer DC distinguishes from the other research site by the simplicity of the process. In general the 
following similarities between the three research sites can be determined; the monitoring of supplier 
performance is low, barcode labels are used to update the WMS, fixed time windows with 
opportunities to deliver extra supplies and no formal put away rules.     
 
Now that, both the ideal situation and the current situation are discussed, chapter 5 can describe the 
redesign strategies based on the differences.  
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5 Redesign strategies 
In this section two redesign strategies are discussed in more detail. The redesign strategies are 
formulated based on the gap between the ideal situation and the current situation (section 5.1).  The 
first redesign focuses on the integration of information between the goods receiving area and the 
supplier, whereby the entering of data and the verification of the order and the dispatch advice is 
automated (section 5.2). The second redesign is an extension of the first redesign but focuses also on 
elimination of the print and label processes by making use of the supplier SSCC label in the in house 
WMS (section 5.3) 

5.1 The gap 
In this section the gap between the ideal situation and the current situation is elaborated. In table 5.1 
an overview is provided of the differences between the ideal situation and current situation. 
Furthermore, this table provides information about the best practices which are included in the two 
different redesign strategies. In summary the differences between the ideal situation and the current 
situation is the absence of the use of DESADV and SSCC labeling, the extended use of the warehouse 
management system, the focus on SCM, the monitoring of the supplier performance and the increase 
in trust between the supply chain members. To decrease the gap between the ideal situation and the 
current situation in the following subsections, two redesign strategies are discussed.  
  

Best practices Ideal situation Current situation Redesign 1Redesign 2
The supply is announced beforehand via DESADV X X X
 Identification of batches is automated via SSCC bar coding X X X
 Paperless goods receiving based on WMS, DESADV and SSCC bar coding X X X
Random checks based on delivery performance calculated via WMS and SSCC X
Balanced workload via time window agreement X X X X
Automated put away via WMS based on put away rules X Only at RDC Kapelle en Putten X X
Automated put away via WMS in combination with SSCC label X X
Focus on the overall goal of the organization and supply chain X
 The delivery performance of external suppliers is equal to internal supplier X
Trust is increased among supply chain members X

Comparison of best practices of the ideal situation , current situation and redesign strategies 

 
Table 5-1: Comparison of the ideal situation, current situation and the redesign strategies  

5.2 Redesign 1 
In this section the first redesign will be discussed in more detail. The first redesign is based on the 
data exchange technology called EDI (electronic data interchange) in combination with the SSCC 
pallet label. EDI is used to transfer the dispatch advice (DESADV) before the actual delivery of the 
supply. The dispatch advice contains data about the products which will be delivered. The product 
data includes the number of products delivered, the SBD, the weight etc. The SSCC label is used to 
label pallets with a unique code and barcode. The unique code relates the information in the DESADV 
to the delivered pallet and the barcode contains product data as well as the unique code. The 
introduction of the SSCC pallet label and the DESADV reduces both administrative and goods 
receiving time.  

5.2.1 Administrative handling time reduction as res ult of redesign 1 
The introduction of the SSCC and DESADV enables the automation of the verification of the 
DESADV and order. Since both order and DESADV are digital and are build up following the same 
structure they can be compared easily. However, some software changes in the current used WMS are 
required. The software should be changed such that the DESADV is entered automatically after the 
EDI message is received. Furthermore an algorithm should be included which is able to check the 
order product data with the product data on the DESADV.  Since both, the dispatch advice and the 
order are digital, the goods can be received paperless. This reduces the print time of the yellow order 
forms (+/- 30 min) and also reduces the time to sort the orders on alphabetic order (+/- 15). These 
reductions are not quantified by enough data because the activity takes place only one time a day and 
it is dependent of the number of suppliers per day. Furthermore, the anomalies between the DESADV 
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and order do not need to be written manually on the order form but are returned automatically by the 
WMS system. This makes the process step verify order and DESADV unnecessary. The information 
of the DESADV and order can be displayed via both a hand terminal as well as at a mobile or fixed 
computer. So, no hardware adjustments are needed. 

5.2.2 Handling time reduction at goods receiving as  result of redesign 1  
The introduction of the SSCC and the DESADV modify the goods receiving process by the need to 
scan the SSCC label and by the elimination of the data entering step if no anomalies are observed 
(number, SBD and weight). At the moment the software does not allow to scan the SSCC labels right. 
So, the software should be improved and new scanning equipment should be bought. In the current 
situation for each pallet the product data of the received products should be entered manually in the 
computer. This activity is time consuming and the process is highly sensitive for typing errors. Next, 
to the reduction of the process step enter also the need to do rework after entering erroneous data is 
eliminated. After the implementation of the first redesign strategy, it is not necessary to enter the 
product data manually for all the pallets. Product data should be entered in case of error detection at 
the verification activity and agreement on accepting the anomaly by stock control. The redesign 
strategy, as described above has been modeled for the three different research sites. The results for the 
three different research sites can be found in figure 5.1, 5.2 and 5.3. In the next three subsections 
descriptions are provided of the three redesigned models. 

Description redesign strategy 1 at the freezer research site 
In figure 5.1 an overview is given of the redesigned process model at the freezer site. In this section 
this figure is explained by a description of the processes.  
 
The goods receiving process starts after receiving a DESADV via EDI. The DESADV is sent by the 
supplier after loading the truck. The DESADV contains data which corresponds to the products in the 
truck. This whole process is done automatically by interchanging data via EDI from the supplier’s 
computer to the receiver’s computer without any aid of human interaction. So, the actual receiving 
process for the goods receiving employees starts after an announcement of the driver. The driver is 
received and a dock number is provided. The delivery is then assigned to a direct goods receiving 
employee which starts his goods receiving process by scanning the SSCC barcode. After the scanning 
of the SSCC code the verification process on pallet level has begun. The scanning of the SSCC label 
is an additional step but this step is necessary to make the linkage between the data sent via EDI and 
the physical product data. The verification on pallet level continues after the check whether the pallet 
contains wrapped products or not. If the products are wrapped the verification of number is less 
complex than if the products should be counted piece by piece. Therefore a distinction has been made 
in the verification of the number and SBD for wrapped and unwrapped products. If the verification on 
pallet level meet the expectation of the preannouncement of the DESADV the consumer barcode and 
in case of wrapped products also the trade unit barcode has to be scanned. After the scanning process 
in both cases the label should be printed and attached to the pallet. After attaching the label, the load 
should be checked whether it is completely verified or not. On the other hand if the verification is not 
following expectations stock control should be called and they need to decide whether to accept or 
decline the anomaly. If the anomaly is accepted the changes in product data should be entered and 
after that the products should be scanned. If the anomalies are declined, the product should be deleted 
out of the WMS and a return form should be written. After that, the process continues by checking 
whether the whole load is verified on pallet level or not. If the whole load is verified the next step is to 
withdraw the delivery by handing over the return forms and products if necessary and send away the 
supplier.       

Description redesign strategy 1 at the cooling DC in Kapelle 
In figure 5.2 an overview is provided of the redesigned goods receiving process at the research site in 
Kapelle after the implementation of redesign strategy 1. In this section the process flow is explained 
with the aid of a description of the processes.  
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The goods receiving process starts after receiving a DESADV via EDI. The DESADV is sent by the 
supplier after loading the truck. The DESADV contains data which corresponds to the products in the 
truck. This whole process is done automatically by interchanging data via EDI from the supplier’s 
computer to the receiver’s computer without any aid of human interaction. The actual goods receiving 
process starts after an announcement of the truck driver. The truck driver is received at the goods 
receiving office and there a dock number is provided. Next, the delivery is assigned to a direct goods 
receiving employee and the verification on pallet level is started. The verification on pallet level starts 
with scanning the SSCC barcode. After that only the consumer barcode is scanned. Note that at the 
DC in Kapelle it is not permitted to scan both the consumer barcode and trade unit barcode in case of 
wrapped products. After the scanning process the load is verified on weight or regular products. 
Weight products are than verified on number, SBD and weight and regular products are verified only 
on number and SBD. If the verification meets the expectation the load is checked whether the 
verification is completed and if it does not meet the expectations stock control is contacted. If stock 
control accepts the anomalies the changed product data is entered into the WMS. It is assumed that 
the entering process of the anomalies takes a comparable amount of time whether the anomaly is in 
number, SBD weight or a combination of these three. Next, the load is checked on the completeness 
of the verification. If stock control does not accept the anomalies the ordered products are deleted 
from the WMS and a return form has to be written. After verifying the whole load labels are printed at 
the goods receiving office and after that the labels are attached at the pallets. Finally, the delivery is 
withdrawn by and over the return and return forms if necessary and sending away the truck driver.  

Description redesign strategy 1 at the cooling DC in Veghel 
In figure 5.3 an overview is provided of the redesigned goods receiving process at the research site at 
the cooling DC in Veghel. In this section the process flow is explained with the aid of a description of 
the processes.  
 
The goods receiving process starts after receiving a DESADV via EDI. The DESADV is sent by the 
supplier after loading the truck. The DESADV contains data which corresponds to the products in the 
truck. This whole process is done automatically by interchanging data via EDI from the supplier’s 
computer to the receiver’s computer without any aid of human interaction. The actual receiving 
process for the receiving employees starts after an announcement of the truck driver. The truck driver 
is received at the goods receiving office, where the truck driver receives a dock number. Then the 
delivery is handed over to a direct goods receiving employee which starts the verification on load 
level. The load is verified on whether the number of pallets is equal to the expected number of pallets. 
If the delivered number is equal to the expected number of products the load will be signed on 
beforehand. If the delivered number of pallets deviates from the ordered pallets, stock control has to 
be contacted. Stock control has to decide on whether to accept or decline the anomaly. If the anomaly 
is accepted the changed data is entered into the WMS and the load is signed on beforehand. If the 
anomalies are declined the anomalies are processed and a return form (if necessary) is written. After 
that the load is still signed on beforehand. After that the verification on pallet level starts. This 
verification process starts with scanning the SSCC code. After that the pallet is checked on wrapped 
or unwrapped products. The verification of wrapped products is less complex and therefore the 
verification time is smaller for wrapped products than for unwrapped products. If the verification 
meets the expectations about SBD, number and weight (if necessary), the process continues by 
scanning the consumer barcode. For wrapped products also the trade unit barcode should be scanned. 
If the verification encounters anomalies stock control has to be called and they have to decide on 
whether to accept or decline the anomalies. If the anomalies are accepted the changed product data 
should be entered manually in the WMS. After that the process continues with scanning of the 
barcode(s) and printing and attaching the labels. If the label is attached the load is checked whether all 
the pallets are verified. If all the pallets are verified the withdrawn process can start and else the next 
pallet should be verified. If on the other hand, the anomalies are declined by stock control the order 
should be deleted from the WMS and a return form should be written. After that the process continues 
with the check on whether the load is completely verified or not. If there are pallets left to verify the 
verification of the next pallet is started else the load is withdrawn. The load is withdrawn after 
handing over return and return forms if necessary and sending away the supplier.     
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Figure 5-1: Graphical overview of redesign strategy 1 at the freezer DC in Veghel 
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Figure 5-2: Graphical overview of redesign strategy 1 at the cooling RDC in Kapelle 
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Figure 5-3: Graphical overview of redesign strategy 1 at the cooling DC in Veghel 
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5.2.3 Conclusion 
It can be concluded that the introduction of the DESADV and SSCC labeling reduces administrative 
handling, because the verification of the order and paper dispatch advice is replaced by an automated 
verification process by the WMS. This causes at the research site in Kapelle an elimination of the 
verification of order line level. Furthermore the entering of product data is only necessary if 
anomalies are encountered between the DESADV, order and actual delivery. Furthermore, the 
verification process is less sensitive for errors because it is paperless and based on both, order and 
DESADV data. Moreover the WMS gets a prominent role in the goods receiving area. The WMS 
replaces the need of printing order forms and verification of the order form and dispatch advice 
manually. 

5.3 Redesign 2 
In this section the second redesign is discussed. The second redesign is an extension of the first 
redesign. In the second redesign the SSCC label will not only be used to link the data from the 
DESADV to the received pallets, but the label will also be used to put away the pallets. In the current 
situation the put away is based on self printed and attached labels, but in redesign 2 the SSCC labels 
of the supplier will be used to put away the product. Therefore the WMS should be adapted such that 
the SSCC code can be linked to bulk or pick locations. So, the SSCC label is used for exchanging the 
product data as well as to guide the put away process.  
 
Note that it is important to make agreements with the supplier on the location of the SSCC labels on 
the pallets, such that they can be used in the in house system. Following the GS1 standards the SSCC 
label should be placed on the right upper corner of the pallet on the small site. It is important to agree 
on this location with the supplier. Furthermore, agreements should be made about the location of the 
label on or below the shrimp material. If the film is eliminated after the goods receiving process the 
label should be placed below the shrimp else it should be place on the shrimp because the film hinders 
the ability to scan the SSCC code.  The introduction of the SSCC label as internal label causes only 
reduction in handling time at the direct goods receiving process. 

5.3.1 Handling time reduction at goods receiving as  result of redesign 2   
In this section the handling time reduction at the direct goods receiving processes is elaborated. The 
introduction of the SSCC label as internal label causes only the elimination of the print and attach 
label processes. There are no other direct transformations of the process. In figure 5.4, 5.5 and 5.6 
graphical overviews of the goods receiving processes after implementation of redesign strategy 2 are 
given. As mentioned before the only difference between redesign strategy 1 and redesign strategy 2 is 
the elimination of the print and attach label process. Therefore the description of the goods receiving 
processes of the implementation of redesign 1 can also be used to describe the processes of the 
implementation of redesign 2. Take into account that after the completion of the verification on 
supplier level the delivery is directly withdrawn instead of printing and attaching the labels before the 
withdrawn process. 

5.3.2 Conclusion 
It can be concluded that the introduction of the DESADV and SSCC labeling reduces administrative 
handling and direct goods receiving in comparison to the current situation. In addition to the above 
described advantages, the introduction of the SSCC label as internal label will also eliminate the 
printing and attaching of the label to the pallet. The usage of the SSCC label as internal label is only 
applicable if the WMS is adapted. So, the WMS gets a more prominent role in the goods receiving 
area after the implementation of redesign strategy 2.  
 
In this chapter the effects of the redesign strategies are described.  In order to quantify these effects, in 
chapter 6 a handling time model is provided. This model quantifies the handling time and efficiency.  
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Figure 5-4: Graphical overview of redesign strategy 2 at the freezer DC in Veghel 
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Figure 5-5: Graphical overview of redesign strategy 2 at the cooling RDC in Kapelle 
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Figure 5-6: Graphical overview of redesign strategy 2 at the cooling DC in Veghel 
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6 Handling time model 
In this chapter a general model is provided which calculates the total handling time of a process. This 
handling time model is formulated in order to quantify the effects of redesign strategies. The effect of 
the redesign strategies are measured based on process times and efficiency. This chapter starts with 
an elaboration on the basics of the model (section 6.1). Thereafter the generalizability of the model is 
discussed (section 6.2). After this discussion, the handling time model is formulated in section 6.3. 
Furthermore, in section 6.4 the handling time restrictions are provided. The handling time 
restrictions are required to get more insights in the efficiency of the process. Furthermore, the 
handling time reduction is bounded by logistic restrictions on the utilization, work in process (WIP), 
throughput (TH) and cycle time (CT). Thereafter, in section 6.5 some logistic laws are presented. 
These laws are presented to explain the results of the handling time model, To evaluate the model, in 
section 6.6 the verification and validation of the model are provided. Finally in section 6.7 a 
conclusion is drawn.      

6.1 Basics of the model 
In this section the basics of the model are discussed in more detail. As is mentioned above the 
objective of the model is to provide insights in the average total handling time and efficiency of the 
processes. In this section an explanation is provided about the relation between the handling time and 
efficiency of the processes and the basics of the model. 

Average total handling time 
The average total handling time of a process is dependent of both process and product characteristics. 
The process characteristics determine the sequence of process steps, while  the product characteristics 
determine transition probabilities. Since both process and product characteristics influence the total 
handling time, the handling time model should include stochasticity of the process flow. Therefore, 
transition diagrams and transition probabilities are used as basics for the model. The transition 
diagrams and transition probabilities are the input for equation 6.2. Based on equation 6.2 the 
handling time can be calculated.   

Efficiency  
The efficiency of the process is dependent on the arrival process of the products and the availability of 
the servers. The efficiency is high if the utilization is as high as possible, the throughput is high and 
the cycle time is low. Since the waiting time is part of the cycle time also the queuing theory is taken 
into account as a basic theory for the handling time model.    
 
So the model is based on the one hand on the transition diagrams and probabilities in relation with a 
adapted version of the first passage time formula (equation 6.2) and on the other hand on the 
characteristics of the queuing system.   

6.2 Generalizability 
In this section the generalizability of the handling model is discussed. The discussion is based on the 
above described basic theories. In addition a discussion of assumptions is added.  

6.2.1 Transition diagrams and probabilities 
An in depth analysis of the processes under research will provide insights in the process diagrams and 
probability. This analysis can be executed in every situation and therefore this technique is general 
applicable. Furthermore, the adapted formula is also generally applicable if transition diagrams and 
probabilities are known. 

6.2.2 Queuing theory 
The queuing theory is used to provide insights in the effect of four characteristics of a system on the 
waiting time; distribution of inter-arrival processes, distribution of process time, number of servers 
and capacity. The use of the queuing theory makes the handling time model general applicable 
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because based on the queuing theory all possible queues can be described and waiting times can be 
calculated. 

6.2.3 Discussion of assumptions 
In this section some underlying assumptions are discussed in detail. 

The suppliers are served FCFS 
One of the assumptions of the queuing theory is that the jobs should be handled first come first serve. 
The queuing theory is not longer applicable if another priority sequencing rule is used. However to get 
an insight in the effect of changing the priority rule a discussion is provided. If the priority sequencing 
rule changes, this will influence the waiting time of the arrived jobs. For example if the shortest 
process time rule is used the mean waiting time is minimized and therefore the cycle time decreases 
and also the WIP decreases. The effects of the different priority sequencing rules can be found in table 
17.14 of Silver et al (1998).    

The system can be modeled as a G/G/m system 
The most general approach to model a queue is the use of a G/G/M system. Therefore the handling 
time model is based on a G/G/M system. However, if the waiting queue of the suppliers cannot be 
modeled as a G/G/m system the CTq formula should be adjusted. In this section the adjustments are 
discussed.  
 
1 First, if the inter-arrival times are not generally distributed but for example exponential 

distributed, the coefficient of variation of the inter-arrival process should be changed. If the inter-
arrival times are for example, exponential distributed the coefficient of arrival became 1. 
Differences in coefficient of variation of the inter-arrival process influence the waiting time and 
therefore the cycle time of the process on supplier level. Based on Little’s Law also the work in 
process will change. So, a change in inter-arrival distribution will affect the logistic parameters 
but not the handling time. 

2 Second, if the process times are not general distributed, but for example exponential distributed 
the coefficient of variation will differ. This will affect the logistic parameters in the same way as 
described above and will not affect the calculation of handling time because these calculations are 
based on mean values.  

3 Third, if the number of servers is reduced to one or increased with a certain number of servers the 
model will remain unchanged.  

4 Fourth, if the queue is limited because of lack on for example parking space for the trucks, the 
effect of blocking should be taken into account (Hopp & Spearman, 2000).  

The variability in process time is nonpreemtive 
A general assumption of the process time of human operators is that the variability of the process 
times is nonpreemptive. However, if the variability of the process time is preemtive or natural the 
calculation of the coefficient of variation of the process times differs (see table 8.2 from Hopp & 
Spearman, 2000). This will affect the logistic parameters but not the handling time calculations.  

The arrival process of the delivery is in batch form 
The arrival process can be in batch or individual form. The cycle time formula differs in both 
situations. However the formula to calculate the cycle time of batch arrivals can be applied to the 
situation of individual arrivals as well. Therefore, in the handling time model the batch related cycle 
time formula is used. If the product arrives individually the cycle time formula can be simplified to 

su p p lie r / 3 6 0 0qC T C T t= + . This means that the cycle time becomes smaller because the wait in 

batch time becomes zero. A reduction in cycle time leads to a adaptation of the WIP. But the handling 
time calculation remains the same.   

6.3 The handling time function 
In this section the handling time function will be discussed in more detail. The objective of the 
handling time model is to provide insights in the handling time at goods receiving. Furthermore, the 
handling time model forms the basis of a tool to quantify handling time reductions after redesigning 
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the goods receiving processes. Moreover the model will provide insights in the efficiency of the 
system based on the following logistic parameters; cycle time, throughput, utilization and work in 
process (WIP). The evaluation of both the handling time and the logistic parameters within one model 
provide a tool to quantify the value of redesign strategies. The total handling time function is given 
by: 

18
supplier,f supplier,f

1 3600f

t ra D RW
HT

=

⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 
=  

 
∑       ( 6.1) 

HT Total handling time in hours per year  
tsupplier,f The total expected handling time in seconds spend per supplier per branch 
rasupplier,f Rate of arrival of suppliers per day for branch f (with f=1…F) 
D number of working days per week  
RW Number of weeks which are spent to receive goods per year  
f Branch  

6.3.1 Expected handling time 
This section provides a formula to calculate the expected handling time on different levels. As 
mentioned before, the goods receiving process can be executed on three different levels; supplier 
level, pallet level and order line level. As can be seen form figure 6.1 the handling time on supplier 
level can incorporate both pallet and order line level. However, not every branch has all three levels 
incorporated and therefore each branch only uses the calculation method of the levels that are present 
in their transition diagrams. 

tsupplier,f 
 

 
Figure 6-1: Example of transition diagram on supplier level 
 
The total expected handling time per supplier (tsupplier,f), per pallet (tpallet,f) and per order line (torderline,f)  
has to be determined by summation of the handling times of consecutive activities until the last 
activity. Transition matrices and diagrams should be developed to get insights in the sequence of the 
activities and the transition probabilities. The total expected handling time in seconds spend per 
supplier per branch can be calculated by the following steps (the formula is a derivative of eq 5.61 of 
Kulkarni (1999), appendix C provides a clarification of the application): 
 
STEP1:  The first step in calculating the total process time of the supplier process of a given 

branch is to write down all the possible equations as result of filling out equation 6.2. 

∑
=

⋅+=
N

j
ffff jijii

mptm
1

 ,for 1 ≤ i ≤ N (based on Kulkarni (1999) EQ 5.61)   (6.2) 

 i  All the activities which are related to the supplier process for branch f  
f Branch  

if
m  The expected time it takes to move from activity i to end activity N in seconds for branch f 

ijfp  The probability that the pallet in branch f moves from activity i to activity j  

jfm  The expected time it takes to move from consecutive activity j to end activity N in seconds for 

branch f 

if
t  The process times in seconds for a given branch f and for activity i (with f=1,..,F) and i = 

0,…,I)  
j Every consecutive activity  
N Final activity 
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STEP2:  Substitute the equation such that the equation mstart can be calculated. Mstart is the first 

activity and will provide the total average handling time till the end activity (tsupplier). 
 
The following example calculates tsupplier. As can be seen in the example tpallet is used in the calculation 
of tsupplier, and therefore tpallet should be calculated first.  

 
 
 
 
 

Example: Calculation tsupplier 
 

START END

T1

PALLET
0.9

0.1

1

1 START ENDT2

T3

0.5 1

0.5
0.9

0.1

Supplier level
Pallet level

 
 
t1=2 sec 
t2=4 sec 
t3=6 sec 
 
Start on pallet level: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
tpallet = 6,8 seconds 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
tsupplier=7 seconds 
 

start start 2 3

2 2 end

3 3 2 end

end

m t 0,5 * m 0,5 * m

m t 1* m

m t 0,9 * m 0,1* m

m 0

= + +
= +
= + +

=

 

start

2

3

end

m 0 0,5 * 4 0,5 * 9,6 6,8

m 4

m 6 3,6

m 0

= + + =
=
= +

=

 

start start pallet 1

1 1 pallet

pallet pallet end

end

m t 0,9 * m 0,1* m

m t 1* m

m t 1* m

m 0

= + +

= +

= +

=

 

start

1

pallet

end

m 0 0,9 * 6,8 0,1* 8,8 7

m 2 6,8

m 6,8 0

m 0

= + + =
= +

= +

=

 

 

6.4 Restrictions 
In the previous section the handling time model is described, this model will be used to analyze the 
impact of redesign. In this section the focus is on analyzing the possibility to reduce the number of 
servers at the different branches. In order to do this analysis some restrictions have to be met: 

1. s( ) ( )current rede ignu s u s≥
 

The utilization of the redesign should be smaller than the utilization of the current situation. The 
utilization of the redesign is restricted by the utilization of the current situation because the 
handling time model does only take into account direct process times of the employees on the 
goods receiving process. It is possible that they also need to fulfill other tasks and therefore the 
utilization of the redesign is restricted by the utilization of the current situation and not optimized.   

,where   
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= ⋅ ⋅     (Hopp & Spearman, EQ. 8.12) (6.3) 

)(su  Utilization of the system 
rasupplier,f  Rate of arrival of suppliers per day for branch f (with f=1,…,F)  
ratransito,f Rate of arrival of transit pallets per day for branch f (with f=1,…,F)) 
RH  Number of hours available for receiving suppliers within predefined time windows 

per day  
kf   Average delivery batch size per branch in number of pallets 

with, 
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radirect,f Rate of arrival of direct deliveries per day for branch f (with f=1,…,F)  
s  Number of parallel servers in the system 

with, 








⋅

⋅⋅
⋅⋅= ffte

RWDL

AWFTE
s

)(

)(       (6.5) 

AW Actual number of work weeks per employee per year excluding holidays 
ftef  Number of full time employees working at goods receiving for branch f (with 

f=1,…,F))    
FTE The number of hours a full time employee is expected to work per week  
L  Number of hours per labor day  
RW Number of weeks which are spent to receive goods per year  

 
2. redesigncurrent CTCT ≥  

The cycle time of the redesigns should be smaller or equal to the current situation. In general the 
cycle time is the sum of the waiting time in queue and the process time. Since the supply arrives 
in batches of pallets, batching will effect the queue time and therefore the cycle time formula need 
to be adapted. The adapted formula for the cycle time is as follows; 
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Since the system is modeled like a (G/G/s) system the waiting time in queue can be calculated as 
follows; 
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CT  Cycle time in hours 
CTq Cycle time spend in the queue in hours 
kf  Average delivery batch size per branch in number of pallets  
s  Number of parallel servers in the system 
ca

2  Coefficient of variation of the inter-arrival times of the suppliers 
ce

2  Coefficient of variation of the process times 

2
sup

sup2

plier

plier
e

t

v
c =         (6.8) 

vsupplier,f The total variance in seconds spend per supplier per branch f 

Variance of supplier handling time and pallet handling time 
In order to calculate the variance of the expected handling time (vsupplier, vpallet, vorderline), variance 
calculations have to be made on three different levels (if present in a branch). The variance of the 
process times on supplier level can be calculated in the same way as tsupplier but based on the 
following formula; 
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  ,for 1 ≤ i ≤ N     (6.9)  

 i   All the activities which are related to the supplier process for branch f 
f  Branch  

if
g   The expected variance to encounter when moving from activity i to end activity N in 

seconds for branch f  

ijfp  The probability that the pallet in branch f moves from activity i to activity j  

jfg  The expected variance to encounter when moving from consecutive activity j to end 

activity N in seconds for branch f 

if
v   The variance on process time in seconds for a given branch f and for activity i (with 

f=1,…,F and i = 0,..I)  
j  Every consecutive activity  
N  Final activity 
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3. 
st

TH
⋅

=
supplier

3600          (6.10) 

The throughput (TH) should be the same or larger than the current situation redesigncurrent THTH ≤  

4. CTTHWIP ⋅=    (Hopp & Spearman, EQ. 8.14)   (6.11) 
Little’s law should hold. Little’s Law is important because the restrictions of the model focus on 
these three parameters. The other relations are derivatives of the parameters from Little’s Law. 
For each situation and branch the cycle time, throughput and WIP can be calculated based on 
these formulas.  

6.5 Laws 
In this section three laws are given (Hopp & Spearman, 2000). During the report the laws are used to 
explain some results. 
• Law (capacity) in steady state, all plants will release work at an average rate that is strictly less 

than the average capacity 
• Law (variability ) increasing variability always degrades the performance of a production system 
• Law (utilization)  if a station increases utilization without making any other changes, average 

WIP and cycle time will increase in a highly nonlinear fashion  

6.6 Verification and validation of the model 
In this section the verification and validation of the model are provided. First, the section on 
verification of the model answers the following question: Does the model perform as intended? 
Second, the section on the validation of the model answers the question: does the model represent and 
correctly reproduce the behavior of the real world system?  

6.6.1 Verification 
The handling time model is verified based on manually calculating the process times of the pallets and 
suppliers for one branch. While the first passage time formula is normally used with equal process 
times of 1 the use of the formula with different process times is verified. A method to verify the 
appropriateness of the first passage time formula of Kulkarni (1999) is to calculate the process times 
of all the different routings to come from the start state to the end state and multiply these process 
times with the probability that these routings takes place. The sum of the multiplications of the 
process times of the routings and the probability should give the same answer as the process times 
calculated with the adjusted first passage time formula. Furthermore, the outcomes of the models are 
checked on their reliability by experts. The experts did not found any unusual outcome. 

6.6.2 Validation 
The handling time model is validated based on theoretical laws and characteristics of the real time 
world. The following questions are asked during validation and answered with yes. 
• Do the process times increase if the percentage of weight increases? 
• Do the process times decrease if the percentage of wrapped products increases? 
• Do the process times decrease if the supplier performance increase? 
• Do the utilization law, variability law and Little’s law holds? 
• Does the model calculate the total handling time? 

6.7 Conclusion 
In this section some conclusions about the handling time model are provided. First, this chapter 
demonstrates that the handling time model is a general applicable model to calculate the handling time 
and efficiency of a process. Furthermore, it is a valid method to quantify the handling time reduction 
and efficiency effects of redesign strategies. Based on the handling time model in the next chapter the 
business case for Sligro Food Group is quantified.  
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7 Business case 
In this section the business case for Sligro Food Group is provided. Since, the process time analyses 
are executed only for the research sites, some extra assumptions are required (section 7.1), to 
calculate the total handling time of Sligro Food Group. Since the handling time model is general, 
specific input parameters for Sligro Food Group are required. An overview of the input parameters 
for Sligro Food Group is provided in section 7.2. Since, the aim of the study is to reduce handling 
costs by reducing handling time and increase efficiency of the receiving processes, an overview of 
these results can be found in appendix D. In addition to the reduction of the handling time on pallet 
and supplier level, an evaluation of the logistic parameters is provided. This evaluation provides 
background information on the effect of the reduction of handling time. After discussing the effect on 
the logistic parameters, it is shown that the handling costs can be further reduced by the evaluation of 
the server reduction at the different sites within the logistic boundaries.. 

7.1 Extra assumptions 
In this section some extra assumptions are provided to calculate the total handling time of all the 
branches of Sligro Food Group in particular.  
  
1. All branches except for the branches 2, 9 and 12 have the same process flow and process times as 

the freezer DC in Veghel. 
2. The cooling department of the RDC Putten has the same process flow and process times as the 

cooling department at RDC Kapelle 
3. The activities contact stock control and process anomalies will take on average an equal amount 

of time in the following cases;   
• The verification of the paper dispatch advice and order are incorrect 
• The verification of the number of pallets is incorrect  
• The verification of the number and SBD is incorrect 

4. The process time to scan a consumer barcode is equal to the process time to scan a SSCC barcode 
 
Assumption 1 and 2 are required because the process times are analyzed only for the research sites. 
The process times of the research sites will be used to model the process times of the other branches. 
Furthermore, assumption 3 is required because no distinction is made between the reasons for 
contacting and processing anomalies, while estimating the process times. Assumption 4 is required 
because no data is available about the scan time of a SSCC label, because this technology is not yet in 
use.    

7.2 Input parameters 
In this section the input parameters for the handling time model for Sligro Food Group are provided. 
Based on these parameters the handling time and efficiency for Sligro Food Group can be calculated 
based on the handling time model as is provided in chapter 6. 
  
AW Actual number of work weeks per employee per year excluding holidays (46 weeks) 
ca

2 Coefficient of variation of the inter-arrival times of the suppliers (0.8) 
D number of working days per week (5 days) 
f Branch (with f = 1,2,...,17,18) (see section 4.4) 
ftef Number of full time employees working at goods receiving for branch f (with f=1,2,…,17,18) 

(see appendix B table 4)    
FTE The number of hours a full time employee is expected to work per week (36 hours) 
i  All the activities which are related to the supplier process for branch f (see appendix E) 
j Every consecutive activity (see transition diagram in appendix E) 
L Number of hours per labor day (=8 hours) 

ijfp  The probability that the pallet in branch f moves from activity i to activity j (see transition 

matrixes in appendix E)  
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radirect,f Rate of arrival of direct deliveries per day for branch f (with f=1,2,…,17,18) (see appendix   
B, table 1) 

rasupplier,f Rate of arrival of suppliers per day for branch f (with f=1,2,…,17,18) (see table 1 appendix B) 
ratransito,f Rate of arrival of transit pallets per day for branch f (with f=1,2,…,17,18)(appendix B table 1) 
RH Number of hours available for receiving suppliers within predefined time windows per day 

(=6 hours) 
RW Number of weeks which are spent to receive goods per year (52 weeks) 

if
t  The process times in seconds for a given branch f and for activity i (with f=1,2,…,17,18 and i 

= 0,1,…,22,23) (see appendix B table 2) 

if
v   The variance on process time in seconds for a given branch f and for activity i (with 

f=1,2,…,17,18 and i = 0,1,…,22,23) (see appendix B table 3) 

7.3 Results 
In this section the results for Sligro Food Group are provided. The results can be subdivided into 
handling time reduction and logistic parameters. Furthermore an analysis is provided of the total 
handling cost reduction after the reduction of the handling time. Finally, an analysis of the server 
reduction is provided. The analysis of the server reduction is concluded with an analysis of the total 
costs reduction after the reduction of servers.  

7.3.1 Reduction in handling times 
In this section the reduction in handling time is discussed in more detail. The total handling time can 
be subdivided into handling on pallet level, handling on supplier level and handling on order line 
level. The handling time on pallet level and order line level are part of the handling time on supplier 
level. Note that handling on order line level is only necessary for retail DC Kapelle and Putten in the 
current situation and therefore is not discussed separately.   

Pallet level 
On pallet level two different parameters are measured; process times and variances on the process 
times. As is mentioned in chapter 6 the process times can be calculated based on equation 6.2 and the 
variances can be calculated with equation 6.9.  

Process times 
Per research site there are different activities which are executed on pallet level. The activities which 
are handled on pallet level can be found in the transition matrices in appendix E. In figure 7.1 an 
overview is provided of the reduction in process time on pallet level for all the branches.  

Process times per pallet
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Figure 7-1: Overview of the reduction in process time per pallet in seconds  
 
The average reduction of handling time at pallet level is about 14,5% after the implementation of 
redesign 1 and about 28,4 % after the implementation of redesign 2. This means that the reduction 
after the implementation of redesign 1 is on average 7,0 seconds per pallet with a standard deviation 
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of 0.9 seconds and after the implementation of redesign 2 the reduction is 14,1 seconds with a 
standard deviation of 2.5 seconds. The actual figures can be found in appendix D.  
 
As can be seen from figure 6.1 the reduction of the process times at the RDC cooling at Kapelle and 
Putten is caused only by the implementation of redesign 1. This is extraordinary in comparison to the 
other DC’s and BS’s where the reduction in process time is almost equal divided over redesign 1 and 
2. The fact that only redesign 1 reduces the handling time is caused by the fact that printing and 
attaching the label at the Cooling RDC, is done per supplier and not on pallet level. While printing 
and attaching the label is the only difference between redesign 1 and 2 this extraordinary result is 
explained.     

Variances of process times 
The variances of the process times are measured because reduction in variances of the processes times 
reduces the complexity of scheduling the deliveries with regard to capacity. In figure 7.2 an overview 
of the variances on the process times per pallet per branch are given. As can be seen from figure 7.2 
only for the cooling DC Veghel the variances differ significantly, this is caused by the relatively high 
variance of printing and entering the data of unwrapped products for this research site (see table table 
3 of appendix B).  
 
Furthermore, it can be seen from figure 7.2 that the variances at the cooling department of the RDCs 
in Kapelle and Putten are extraordinary low. This is caused by the simplicity of the processes on pallet 
level (see transition matrices in table 7 and 11 of appendix E) and the low variances in general and 
more specific on process anomalies (see table 3 appendix B). 
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Figure 7-2: Overview of the variances on process times on pallet level  

Supplier level 
On supplier level both the process times and variances are measured. The supplier level includes next 
to its own activities also the activities on pallet level and order line level. As can be seen from the 
transition diagrams and matrices (see appendix E) these processes should be substituted by the 
process times of the pallets as well as for the order lines times the number of respectively the number 
of pallets per supplier or the number of order lines per supplier. So, take into account while evaluating 
the results that these include the pallet and order level data as well.  

Process times  
The reductions in process times at supplier level are displayed in figure 7.3. On average the process 
times will be reduced by 29% after the implementation of redesign 1 and 41% after the 
implementation of redesign 2. Take into account that branches with large process times are not able to 
reduce their time by 41% (for example the non food DC). The average reduction after the 
implementation of redesign 1 is equal to 5.7 minutes with a standard deviation of 1.24 minutes. 
Furthermore, the average reduction after implementation of redesign 2 is 8.4 minutes per supplier 
with a standard deviation of 2.89 minutes. The actual data is given in appendix D.  
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As can be seen from figure 7.3 the process times of the non food DC are extraordinary high. The 
process times per supplier are dependent of the number of pallets per supplier. In appendix F an 
overview of the number of pallets per supplier is given. As can be seen non food receives large 
numbers of pallets: 69 per supplier. This large amount of pallets per supplier causes the large process 
times per supplier.  

Process times per supplier
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Figure 7-3: Overview of the reduction in process time per supplier in minutes   

Variances of process times 
In figure 7.4 an overview is provided of the variances of the process times on supplier level. As can be 
seen the variances decrease after the implementation of the redesigns. A reduction of the variance 
means that it becomes easier to estimate the process times and a reduction in waiting time in the 
queue. In percentages the variance of the process time is reduced by 11% with a standard deviation of 
9 % for redesign 1 and with respectively 11% and 10 % for redesign 2. The large standard deviation is 
caused by the reduction of 32% and 28% of respectively the cooling RDC in Kapelle and Putten. In 
minutes average reduction of the variance of the process times on supplier level are 5.4 minutes with a 
standard deviation of 3.9 minutes for redesign 1 and respectively 5.8 minutes and 4.5 minutes for 
redesign 2. A reduction of variance means following Hopp and Spearman (2000, p252) a reduction in 
absolute variability. Using the law of variability as given in section 6.3, the performance of the system 
will improve as the variability decreases.      
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Figure 7-4: Overview of the variances on process times on supplier level ( part 1) 

7.3.2 Logistic parameters 
In this section the effect of the logistic parameters are discussed in more detail. The logistic 
parameters which are measured are utilization, WIP, throughput and cycle time.  

Utilization 
As can be seen from figure 6.9 the utilization reduces for all the branches after the implementation of 
redesign 1 and 2. A reduction in utilization leads to a higher availability of servers. A higher 
availability of servers means that in the same time window more suppliers can be received. The 
utilization is on average reduced by 29% with a standard deviation of 9% for redesign 1 and with 
respectively 41% and 7 % for redesign 2. In absolute numbers this means that the reduction of 
utilization is on average 0.09 with a standard deviation of 0.06 for redesign 1 and respectively 0.13 
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and 0,7 for redesign 2. As can be seen the utilization of the Bulk DC is in the current situation near 1. 
A utilization near one will cause long waiting times and therefore high WIP. The reduction in the 
utilization at the Bulk DC after the implementation of the redesigns will cause large changes in the 
WIP and cycle time. This is in line with the law of utilization as is mentioned in the handling time 
model. 
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Figure 7-5: Utilization per situation per branch 

Work in process 
In figure 7.6 an overview is given of the WIP for the current situation as well as for both redesigns. 
Figure 7.6 shows in general small deviations of the WIP between the current situations and the 
redesigns. However, the bulk DC shows an extraordinary reduction of the WIP after redesigning the 
processes. This is caused by the utilization law as mentioned above. The average increase in WIP 
(excluding the Bulk DC) is given by 5.1 % for redesign 1 and 5.0% for redesign 2. This means in 
absolute numbers an increase of 0.57 with a standard deviation of 0.41 for redesign 1 and respectively 
0.57 and 0.42 for redesign 2.  
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Figure 7-6: WIP per situation per branch  

Throughput 
In figure 7.7 an overview of the throughput for the current situation and the two redesigns is given. As 
can be seen from figure 7.7 the throughput increases if the redesign will be implemented. An increase 
in the throughput means that more products can be handled in the same time. Therefore more 
suppliers can be received by an equal number of servers within a time window. The increase of 
throughput is on average 40% after redesign 1 and 70% after implementing redesign strategy 2. In 
absolute values this means an increase of 11 products /hour with a standard deviation of 10 products 
/hour for redesign 1 and 17 products/hour with a standard deviation of 13 products /hour for redesign 
2. An increase in the throughput at goods receiving will prevent put away from blocking because of 
no products available for the put away process.  
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Throughput
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Figure 7-7: Throughput per situation per branch 

Cycle time  
In figure 7.8 an overview is provided of the cycle time for the current situation and the two redesigns. 
In figure 7.8 it can be seen that the cycle time will be reduced after the implementation of both 
redesigns. The reduction of the cycle time is caused by the reduction of process time and the reduction 
of the waiting time in queue. The reduction of the process time is caused by the elimination of process 
activities and the reduction of the variance of the process time. On average the cycle time reduction 
(excluding Bulk DC) is 27% for redesign 1 and 39% for redesign 2. This means in absolute values a 
reduction of 7.2 minutes with a standard deviation of 2 minutes for redesign 1 and a reduction of 11.2 
minutes with a standard deviation of 4.5 minutes for redesign 2. 
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Figure 7-8: Overview of the cycle time per branch  

7.3.3 Cost results 
In this section the reduction of handling costs in Euros will be provided. The total reduction of 
handling costs per redesign can be calculated as follows; 

( )
18

, ,
1

*f current f redesign
f

TCR HT HT C
=

= −∑       (7.1) 

,where  
TCR  Total cost reduction per redesign in Euros 
C  Hourly wage in Euro/hour (€18,50). 
HT  Total handling time in hours per year  
 
So, the handling costs are a multiplication of the costs per employee and the total handling time for all 
branches per year. The total handling time per situation can be calculated by the handling time model. 
In table 7.1 an overview of the handling time reduction per redesign are provided. As can be seen 
from table 7.1 the total handling time reduction is about 14.760 hours per year after the implemtation 
of redesign 1. This results in a total cost reduction of €273 thousand per year. The implementation of 
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redesign 2 leads to a handling time reduction of 20.712 hours per year (table 7.1). Therefore, the total 
reduction of costs after the implementation of redesign 2 will be about €383 thousand per year. Take 
into account that these numbers are lower boundaries because the freezer DC has a straightforward 
goods receiving process and the complexity of the other systems can differ.   

HT Current situation(C ) HT Redesign 1 ∆ HT C - RD1 HT Redesign 2 ∆ HT C-RD2
Freezer 2512.480975 1892.399206 620.081769 1627.882121 884.5988535
COOL Veghel 1788.651281 1142.786379 645.8649019 881.6311629 907.0201177
FD 2893.772247 1977.145087 916.62716 1639.39721 1254.375037
FD2 1909.035827 1213.724516 695.3113107 995.8164093 913.2194173
FD3 1040.295226 768.6545722 271.6406535 651.5024172 388.7928086
Bulk 2743.409006 2187.907112 555.5018937 1879.232575 864.1764311
Non food 6041.643173 5219.729325 821.9138483 4474.361291 1567.281882
Wine 546.7056977 339.4795338 207.2261639 278.5950492 268.1106485
RDC Kapelle Cool 3663.603396 1742.521635 1921.08176 1616.061969 2047.541427
RDC Kapelle dry groceries 8275.443723 6466.458265 1808.985458 5424.560381 2850.883342
RDC Putten Cool 3317.193508 1910.965993 1406.227515 1796.00266 1521.190848
RDC Putten dry groceries 8118.407099 5772.172014 2346.235086 4751.169866 3367.237234
DS Barendrecht 1281.499851 937.0725013 344.4273499 759.9467727 521.5530786
DS Den Haag 1668.869654 1237.976088 430.8935653 1000.419372 668.4502819
DS Diemen 1563.175241 1119.21012 443.9651207 899.9859985 663.1892425
DS Drachten 1605.920192 1104.427861 501.4923312 893.9510852 711.9691069
DS Gilze 1951.857228 1514.307256 437.5499719 1242.063619 709.7936085
DS Haps 1615.399316 1229.604925 385.7943909 1012.496289 602.9030273

14760.82025 total ∆ HT 20712.28639
€ 273,075.17 cost reduction € 383,177.30

total ∆ HT
total cost reduction

Cost reduction calculation per redesign

 
Table 7-1: Overview of cost reduction calculation for redesign 1 and 2 

7.3.4 Reduction of servers  
In complementary of the reduction of costs as result of reducing the direct handling time, in this 
section the possibility to reduce whole servers as result of the redesign is discussed in more detail. 
Since, reducing direct handling time will only pay off, if it is possible to reduce direct hours in line 
with these reductions, the possibility to reduce whole servers should be investigate. The reduction of 
servers is restricted by the logistic parameters. So the number of parallel servers could only be 
reduced if the following restrictions are met (see section 6.4 for description); 

• s( ) ( )current rede ignu s u s≥
 

• redesigncurrent CTCT ≥  

• redesigncurrent THTH ≤  

• CTTHWIP ⋅=
In appendix G table 1 an overview is given of the results of the logistic parameters after reducing the 
number of servers for redesign 1 and 2 with one. In table 2 of appendix G an overview is given of the 
tests on the restriction of the model, where + means the restrictions are met. As can be seen from table 
2 in appendix G at all the DCs and BSs except for freezer DC, FD3, bulk DC and wine and liquor DC 
a server can be eliminated after redesign 1. After redesign 2 at all the DCs and BSs except for FD3, 
Bulk DC and wine and liquor a server can be eliminated. Take into account that the number of servers 
in the system is not the same as the total amount of full time employees on the payroll. The number of 
servers can be calculated as follows; 
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From the above equation can be concluded that one server is equal to 1.26 full time employees. Under 
the assumption that it is impossible to eliminate a part of a full time employee the cost reductions are 
calculated based on the reduction of full time employees only. In appendix G table 3 an overview is 
given of the number of full time employees which can be eliminated such that s is reduced by 1. After 
the implementation of redesign 1 in total 19 ftes become surplus under the above described restriction. 
After the implementation of redesign strategy 2 this will become 21. This means that the total cost 
reduction after the elimination of the full time employees for redesign 1 (assuming a year salary of 
36*52*€18.50=€34.632) are €658 thousand per year and for redesign 2 it can be increased to €727 
thousand per year. The difference in reduction of handling time costs in comparison to the costs 
discussed in section 7.3.3 is the result of an increase in efficiency and therefore a reduction in required 
capacity.    
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7.4 Validation  
In this section the applicability of the handling time model for Sligro Food Group is evaluated. The 
validation can be subdivided into a validation of the assumptions and validation of the data collection 
methods for the input parameters. 

7.4.1 Validation of assumptions 
In this section the validation of the assumptions as described in chapter 6 is provided. 

The system can be modeled as a G/G/m system 
The system of Sligro Food Group can be modeled as a G/G/m system since the inter-arrival times are 
expected to be Beta(1/2,1)) distributed, the process times are general distributed and the number of 
servers for all branches are larger than 1. First, the inter-arrival times are expected to be Beta(1/2,1)) 
distributed because, Sligro Food Group uses time windows at the goods receiving area to spread the 
workload. Since suppliers can arrive at all possible times within the time window with equal 
probabilities, it is assumed that the arrivals are uniform distributed (X~U(0,1]) within the time 
windows. If the arrivals (X~U(0,1]) has a uniform distribution the inter-arrival times are beta 
distributed (X2~Beta(1/2,1)). Second, the process times are general distributed. The collected process 
times are analyzed and the process times are either normal or gamma distributed. Third, the system 
contains more servers at the same time and therefore the system is a multi-server system.  Finally, it is 
assumed that there is no maximum number of jobs which could be in the system. This assumption can 
be made because there is enough waiting space for suppliers outside the builiding. So, the system of 
Sligro Food Group can be modeled as a G/G/s system.  

The variability in process time is nonpreemtive 
The variability of the process times is nonpreemtive because the variability is caused by human errors 
like typing errors (rework) or getting started (setups). 

The suppliers are served FCFS 
Sligro Food Group uses the business rule to serve suppliers in order of arrival. It is not allowed to 
make any exceptions. So, the suppliers of Sligro Food Group are served following the priority 
sequencing rule FCFS.  

The arrival process is in batch form 
The arrival process of the deliveries of Sligro Food Group is in batch form. After arrival of the batch 
the pallets will be processed on individual pallet level, therefore CT(2). 

All servers have the same average process time and following the same process  
All the servers within a branch of Sligro Food Group have the same process times. This is validated 
by the multivariate analysis. The multivariate analysis rejects the idea that process times differ for the 
servers and has any influence on the total process time. Though, the order of the processes can differ, 
however during data collection the employee was asked to repeat the same process in the prescribed 
order.  
 
So, based on the validation of the assumptions, it can be concluded that the handling time model can 
be used to calculate the handling time of Sligro Food Group. 

7.4.2 Validation of input data  
In section 7.2 an overview of the input parameters for Sligro Food Group is provided. In this section 
the reliability of these input parameters is discussed. 

Validation of process times and variances 
The collected process times and variances are validated by comparing two samples of minimally 30 
observations. The means and medians of these samples are tested on significant differences via 
respectively a Kruskal-Wallis test and a Median test. For all the collected process times is can be 
rejected that significant differences occur. 
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Validation of transition probabilities 
The transition probabilities are derived from a database analysis of the percentage weight products, 
percentage wrapped products, percentage return after contacting stock control, and an analysis of 
errors due to bad supplier performance.  

Percentage weight and wrapped products  
The percentages of weight and wrapped products per branch are collected based on a data set of all 
deliveries of the branch for four weeks in different seasons of the year. All the data sets contain more 
than five thousand order lines. Based on the number of order lines and the four different weeks along 
the year the reliability of the data is validated. 

Percentage return and errors due to bad delivery 
The probability of return is derived from a research of the errors due to bad delivery. The research 
was carried out in the cooling DC in Veghel during one month. If the supplier did not deliver 
following expectation the cause and possible return are registered. Based on the registered 
information the return percentages and error distribution is validated by experts from the other 
research branches.     

7.5 Conclusion 
In this section some conclusions are drawn based on the above described results. The results are 
summarized in table 7.2. 

tpallet tsupplier utilization WIP TH CT Cost reduction(time reduction) Cost reduction (server reduction
Redesign 1 -14,50% -29% -29% 5,10% 40% -27% 273 thousand Euros 658 thousand Euros
Redesign 2 -28,40% -41% -41% 5% 70% -39% 383 thousand Euros 727 thousand Euros

Overview of the results for the two redesigns

 
Table 7-2: overview of the results for the redesigns 
 
First, both the process times on pallet level as well as on supplier level will be reduced by eliminating 
process steps. Second, also the process variances decrease. If the variances decrease also the absolute 
variability decreases. Following the variability law a decrease in variability leads to better 
performance. The performance of the goods receiving process is measured based on four logistic 
parameters; utilization, WIP, throughput and cycle time. After the implementation of redesign strategy 
1 the utilization decrease on average with 29%, the WIP increases on average with 5,1%, the 
throughput increases on average with 40% and the cycle time is reduced with on average 27%. After 
the implementation of redesign 2 the utilization will be decreased on average by 41 %, the WIP will 
increase on average with 5 %, the throughput will increase on average with 70% and the cycle time 
will be decreased with on average 39%. In total the cost reduction based on total handling time 
reduction are €273 thousand for redesign 1 and €383 thousand for redesign 2. These cost reductions 
are only based on reduction in handling hours and does not take into account the possibility of 
elimination of full time employees. So, the possible reduction of full time employees is also 
calculated. This calculation is bounded by logistic restrictions and lead for redesign 1 to a reduction of 
in total 19 employees. For redesign 2 the calculations lead to a reduction of 21 employees. Assuming 
a year salary of €34.632 per full time employee the cost can be reduced by €658 thousand and for 
redesign 2 it can be increased to €727 thousand.        
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8 Implementation strategies 
The implementation strategies can be subdivided into cost and organizational related aspects. The 
cost related implementation strategies focus on the consideration of the total costs that are required 
to make the redesign strategies operational. The organizational issues on the other hand, focus on the 
organizational consequences for Sligro Food Group of the implementation of the redesign strategies. 

8.1.1 Cost aspects 
• Before implementation of the redesign strategies make an in depth analysis of the costs related to 

the implementation of SSCC/DESADV. Take into account the costs for hardware and software 
adjustments, education of the employees and the costs to reduce the number of servers.  

• Calculate based on these costs the return on investments in periods. Use the return on investment 
period to decide on whether to implement or reject the redesign strategies. 

• Before reducing servers make an analysis of the future practices. Will all the input parameters 
remain the same. Only if the situation in the future will be comparable as it is now one can 
dismiss the employees else one should take into account the differences before eliminating any 
server.  

• Take into account that redundancies will cost a certain amount of money. Before implementing 
the redesign strategies take these costs in consideration.  

8.1.2 Organizational aspects 
• Inform and teach the goods receiving employees about the redesign and try to find support and 

cooperation before implementation. 
• Start the implementation of the redesign strategies at the research sites, in particular at the cooling 

department of RDC Kapelle because here the largest cost reduction can be obtained. After the 
implementation on the first branch evaluate the effects before implementing the strategies on the 
second branch.   

• Implement redesign 1 before redesign 2. The phased implementation of the redesign strategies can 
lead to faster introduction and cost reduction, because redesign 2 needs extra changes of the 
software related to the put away process. Furthermore, the effect of both redesign strategies can 
be obtained in this way. 

• Try to implement the redesigns in cooperation with the suppliers. An integral approach will lead 
to faster implementation. Furthermore, the cooperation of the supplier is required for the 
attachment of the SSCC labels on the pallets and sending the DESADV. 

• After the implementation at the three research sites evaluate the efficiency effects and cost 
reduction of the implementation. Only if these are satisfying the implementation should be 
extended to the other branches. 

• Check before implementation of the SSCC/DESADV integrated system at a branch which was 
not a research site if the assumptions hold and if the calculated process times are comparable to 
that of the new branch.  
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9 Conclusion / recommendations 
The objective of this research was twofold. On the one hand the value of a SSCC/DESADV 
information integration technology has been researched. And on the other hand the handling cost 
reductions after implementation of the SSCC/DESADV integrated technology for Sligro Food Group 
in particular have been investigated. In this section the conclusions related to both objectives are 
summarized. 

9.1 Conclusions about the value of information 
The value of information of a SSCC/DESADV integrated system is evaluated based on the four 
subjects of the SCOR method; schedule product deliveries, receive product, verify product and 
transfer. The handling time model is built to quantify the handling time reductions and efficiency 
improvements.  

Schedule product deliveries 
The scheduling of product deliveries will become easier after the implementation of SSCC/DESADV 
integrated system. The integration of SSCC and DESADV leads to preannouncements of the supply 
before delivery. Preannouncements of the delivered products make it easier to anticipate on the actual 
delivery time and on the content of the delivery and their expected process times. So, based on the 
preannouncements, the required capacity can be evaluated and breaks can be planned in periods that 
no suppliers are expected to arrive. Therefore the efficiency within the goods receiving area will be 
increased and waiting time of the suppliers will decrease. 

Receive products 
The receiving process of the products will be improved after the implementation of SSCC/DESADV 
based on a decrease in process times and an increase of efficiency. First, the process times reduce as 
result of the automation of pallet identification, paperless goods receiving and the automation of the 
entry of product data. Second, the process will be more efficient as result of the reduction of typing 
errors during data entry, the automation of identification which reduces the error of interchanging 
products, and paperless goods receiving which reduce the search process of products. 

Verify product 
The verification of products is improved after the implementation of SSCC and DESADV. This is 
caused by the automated identification of the products. The WMS should be improved such that it 
provides an announcement if the number, SBD or weight is incorrect. Furthermore, the WMS should 
check the load on completeness.  

Transfer 
The transfer of the products can be improved by the implementation SSCC/DESADV. The SSCC 
label can be used to automate the put away process. The WMS should provide a put away location 
after scanning the SSCC label or internal label. The put away location should be generated based on 
fixed put away rules and real time data.  
 
Thus, SSCC/ DESADV as information integration technology reduces handling time and increases the 
efficiency of the goods receiving processes and therefore can enforce the competitiveness. 

9.2 Business case 
The handling cost reduction and efficiency improvement as result of the introduction of  
SSCC/DESADV for Sligro Food Group is calculated based on the handling time model. The results 
for the different redesign strategies based on handling time reduction, efficiency improvement 
(measured based on the logistic parameters) and handling cost reduction are provided in this section. 

Redesign 1 
Introduction of redesign 1 reduces administrative handling and direct goods receiving handling. First, 
the verification of the order and paper dispatch advice is replaced by an automated verification 
process by the WMS. Second, the entering of product data is only necessary if anomalies are 
encountered between the DESADV, order and actual delivery. Third, the verification process is less 
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sensitive for errors because it is paperless and based on both, order and DESADV data. The resulting 
figures can be found in table 9.1 

Redesign 2 
Redesign 2 is an extension of redesign 1 and uses the SSCC label as internal label. The use of the 
SSCC label as internal label eliminates the printing and attaching of the label to the pallet and increase 
the efficiency and reduces the costs even more (see table 9.1)  

tpallet tsupplier utilization WIP TH CT Cost reduction(time reduction) Cost reduction (server reduction
Redesign 1 -14,50% -29% -29% 5,10% 40% -27% 273 thousand Euros 658 thousand Euros
Redesign 2 -28,40% -41% -41% 5% 70% -39% 383 thousand Euros 727 thousand Euros

Overview of the results for the two redesigns

 
Table 9-1: Overview of the results for the two redesigns 
 
After analyzing the business case based on the results of the handling time model it can be concluded 
that the value of a SSCC/DESADV integrated system can be quantified by making use of the handling 
time model. The handling time model measures both the handling time reduction as well as the 
efficiency improvements. 

9.3 Recommendations / further research 
In this section recommendations and possibilities for further research for Sligro Food Group are listed. 
• Start monitoring the supplier performance.  

o Use the measured supplier performance as input for the WMS to generate random checks 
instead of 100% checks. Execution of random checks instead of 100% checks will further 
decrease the handling time.  

o Use the measured supplier performance to enforce the negotiation position of the order 
department. The order department can confront the supplier with bad performance and 
ask for discount on the next order.  

 
• Introduce supplier performance agreements to improve the supplier performance to a satisfying 

level. Since, the supplier performance is direct related with the needed handling time, 
improvements of the supplier performance will lead to extra reductions of handling time. 

 
• Keep up to date with the development of RFID integrated systems. Although at the moment the 

SSCC/DESADV integrated system is the most appropriate technology for Sligro Food Group NV 
this will not necessarily be the case in the future. 

 
• Replicate the time analysis to check the reliability and applicability of the handling time model  at 

the other branches. 
 
• Research the willingness of suppliers to attach the SSCC label and send the DESADV. The 

reductions of handling time as presented in the report are based on 100% availability of SSCC 
labels on the pallets and 100 % availability of EDI-DESADV. However at the moment not all the 
suppliers are attaching SSCC labels to their pallets or sending a DESADV message.  

 
• Research the effect of higher throughput at the goods receiving area on the stock level of the DC 

and on the cycle time reduction of picking (waiting times for picking reduces). Furthermore, 
investigate the effect on the  service levels to customers. If the products are put in bulk earlier the 
availability of products increases and therefore the service levels can increase. This will be 
interesting if the inventories are low because of a short SBD. 

 
• Research the effect of the implementation of DESADV on the reliability and efficiency of invoice 

controlling. In more detail, investigate the possible handling time reduction and the effect on the 
required number of servers.  
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List of abbreviations 
AW  Actual number of work weeks per employee per year excluding holidays (46 weeks) 
C  Hourly wage in Euro/hour (€18,50) 
ca

2  Coefficient of variation of the inter-arrival times of the suppliers (0.8) 
ce

2  Coefficient of variation of the process times 
CT  Cycle time in hours 
CTq  Cycle time spend in the queue in hours 
D  number of working days per week (5 days) 
f  Branch (with f = 1,2,...,17,18) (see section 4.4) 
FTE  The number of hours a full time employee is expected to work per week (36 hours) 
ftef  Number of full time employees working at goods receiving for branch f (with 

f=1,2,…,17,18) (see appendix B table 4)    

if
g   The expected variance to encounter when moving from activity i to end activity N in 

seconds for branch f  

jfg   The expected variance to encounter when moving from consecutive activity j to end 

activity N in seconds for branch f 
HT  Total handling time in hours per year  
i  All the activities which are related to the supplier process for branch f (see appendix 

E) 
j  Every consecutive activity  
kf   Average delivery batch size per branch in number of pallets 
L  Number of hours per labor day (=8 hours) 

if
m   The expected time it takes to move from activity i to end activity N in seconds for 

branch f 

jfm   The expected time it takes to move from consecutive activity j to end activity N in 

seconds for branch f 
N  Final activity 

ijfp   The probability that the pallet in branch f moves from activity i to activity j (see 

transition matrixes in appendix E)  
radirect,f  Rate of arrival of direct deliveries per day for branch f (with f=1,2,…,17,18) (see 

appendix   B, table 1) 
rasupplier,f  Rate of arrival of suppliers per day for branch f (with f=1,2,…,17,18) (see table 1 

appendix B) 
ratransit,f  Rate of arrival of transit pallets per day for branch f (with f=1,2,…,17,18) (see 

appendix   B,  table 1) 
RH  Number of hours available for receiving suppliers within predefined time windows 

per day (=6 hours) 
RW  Number of weeks which are spent to receive goods per year (52 weeks) 
s  Number of parallel servers in the system 
TCR  Total cost reduction per redesign in Euro 

if
t   The process times in seconds for a given branch f and for activity i (with 

f=1,2,…,17,18 and i = 0,1,…,22,23) (see appendix B table 2) 
TH  Throughput in pallets per hour 
torderline,f  The total expected handling time in seconds spend per order line per branch in 

seconds 
tpallet,f  The total expected handling time in seconds spend per pallet per branch in seconds 
tsupplier,f  The total expected handling time in seconds spend per supplier per branch in seconds 

)(su   Utilization of the system 

if
v   The variance on process time in seconds for a given branch f and for activity i (with 

f=1,2,…,17,18 and i = 0,1,…,22,23) (see appendix B table 3) 
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vorderline,f  The total variance in seconds spend per supplier per branch f 
vpallet,f  The total variance in seconds spend per supplier per branch f 
vsupplier,f  The total variance in seconds spend per supplier per branch f 
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Appendix A:  Definition of variables multivariate a nalysis: 
 
Employee (X1):  the employee who is executed the handling 
    1 = employee 1 
    2 = employee 2 
    n = employee n 
 
Pallet (X2):  type of pallet used to transport the supply 
    1 = pallet 
    2 = layer 
 
Wrapping (X3):  the availability of a wrapping 
    1 = wrap 
    0 = no wrap 
 
Weight (X4):  the product is a weight product if the weight varies is linked to a price 
    1 = weight  
    0 = no weight 
 
Time to scan (Y1): time in seconds which is needed to pick up scanner address and actually scan 

the barcodes available (trade unit and consumer unit) 
 
Time to enter data (Y2): time in seconds which is needed to enter date and number of products 
 
Time to verify (Y3): time in seconds which is needed to verify, date and content 
 
Time to print label (Y4):time in seconds which is needed to print and attach the labels to the pallet 
 

Multivariate data analysis 
In this section the multivariate data analysis is discussed in more detail. A multivariate analysis is an 
analysis of multiple variables in a single relationship or set of relationships. In this report an analysis 
of the relationship between four dependent variables (time to verify (Y1), time to scan(Y2), time to 
enter data (Y3) and time to print and attach labels(Y4))  and four independent variables (pallet (X1), 
employee (X2), wrapping (X3), weight(X4), will be discussed. These variables and the method are 
defined above. The relationship can be formulated like: 
 

444 3444 2144 344 21
)(

4321

)(

4321

nonmetricmetric

XXXXYYYY +++=+++
 

Following figure 1-2 from Hair et al (2006) the multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) should 
be used to examine the dependence relationship. MANOVA is a method which examines the effect of 
one or more non-metric independent variables on two or more metric dependent variables. 

Objective of MANOVA 
The objective of this MANOVA analysis is to determine possible differences in a set of dependent 
measures across a series of groups formed by more categorical independent measures. So, the effect 
of wrapping/non wrapping, pallet/layer/box, employee (1,2,and 3) and weight/no weight will be 
investigated on the variate. The objective of the MANOVA test is for all the three DC’s the same but 
the equation differs: 
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Cooling DC Veghel 
In the cooling DC in Veghel weight products and/or wrapped products can be received on different 
pallets by different employees. 
 

444 3444 2144 344 21
)(

4321

)(

4321

nonmetricmetric

XXXXYYYY +++=+++
 

 
After data analysis the model for Cooling DC Veghel is reduced to  

{1 2 3 4 3

( )( ) nonmetricmetric

Y Y Y Y X+ + + =
1442443  

 

Cooling DC Kapelle 
In the cooling DC in Kapelle no distinction is made in the handling of wrapped products and not 
wrapped products. For both only the consumer barcode has to be scanned.  
 

443442144 344 21
)(

421

)(

4321

nonmetricmetric

XXXYYYY ++=+++
 

After data analysis the model for Cooling DC Kapelle is reduced to  
 

{1 2 3 4 4

( )( ) nonmetricmetric

Y Y Y Y X+ + + =
1442443  

 

Freezer DC Veghel 
In the freezer DC Veghel no weight products are received. Furthermore, only full pallets are placed 
into bulk or pick location. Therefore the equation can be formulated as follows: 
 

4342144 344 21
)(

31

)(

4321

nonmetricmetric

XXYYYY +=+++
   

After data analysis the model for freezer DC Veghel is reduced to 

{1 2 3 4 3

( )( ) nonmetricmetric

Y Y Y Y X+ + + =
1442443  
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Appendix B: Input parameters handling time model 

Branche pallets direct delivery  # transito pallets % weight % wrapped # suppliers total # order lines #orer lines direct deliveries
Freezer 480 31 0 0.4288 31 265 227
COOL Veghel 298 0 0.315 0.8041 33 233 233
FD 608 30 0 0.5767 45 405 382
FD2 392 36 0 0.6702 36 316 280
FD3 213 61 0 0.75445 13 134 110
Bulk 556 60 0 0.09476 24 149 140
Non food 1363 0 0 0.81746 20 95 95
Wine 110 0 0 0.8763 11 34 34
RDC Kapelle Cool 827 0 0.827 0.334 66 1772 1772
RDC Kapelle dry groceries 1865 0 0 0.1511 69 507 507
RDC Putten Cool 950 0 0.802 0.2757 60 1060 1060
RDC Putten dry groceries 1827 0 0 0.3674 104 1242 1242
DS Barendrecht 316 0 0.044 0.3608 13 307 307
DS Den Haag 424 0 0.024 0.4074 15 388 388
DS Diemen 391 0 0.005 0.4224 17 401 401
DS Drachten 376 0 0.011 0.4509 22 353 353
DS Gilze 486 0 0.002 0.2741 14 475 475
DS Haps 388 0 0.003 0.2896 14 307 307

Input parameters branches per day

 
Table B-1: Overview of general input parameters 
 

t0 t1 t2 t3 t4 t5 t6 t7 t8 t9 t10 t11 t12 t13 t14 t15 t16 t17 t18 t19 t20 t21 t22 t23
Freezer Veghel 5 15,6 189,2 0 0 60 0 0 12,5 9,85 0 7,772 3,34 3,3360 26,357 0 0 0 194 0 9,9 12 9 0
Cooling Veghel 5 0 354 354 354 60 60 60 11,3 15,7 0 12,26 2,91 2,9070 13,617 6 0 0 194 22 19,4 13,7 8,45 0
RDC Kapelle Cool 5 0 85,5 0 0 60 0 0 0 12,4 1,49 **10.43 3,39 3,3940 0 0 20,1 9,43 0 0 16,1 0 0 15
** t11 is diveded in 3 seconds printing and 7.3 second attaching the label

Input paramters process times

 
Table B-2: Input parameters process times 
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1 Research site Freezer Veghel *0 15.6 20308 0 0 *0 0 0 27.1 10.2 0 0.608 2.34 2.3430 84.32 0 0 0 *0 0 15.3 16.7 14.2 0
2 Research site Cooling Veghel *0 0 13760 13760 13760 *0 *0 *0 28.5 42 0 24.693 1.57 1.5720 11.81 *0 0 0 *0 *0 164 105 12.5 0
9 Research site RDC Kapelle Cool*0 0 534.4 0 0 *0 0 0 0 11.4 0.72 **0.882 0.67 0.6690 0 0 26.6 4.07 0 0 37.8 0 0 14

Input paramters variances process times

*these variances are assumed to be zero because the values are based on estimates of experts
**the variance is related to the attach time of 7.3 the print time is assumed to be discrete  
Table B-3: Input parameters variances process times 
 
NOTE: The transition probabilities of the other branches than the research sites are calculated based on the delivery inaccuracy breakdown structure as given 
in appendix I.  

start-t21 start-t22 t21-5b/t22-5a t21-t12/t22-t14 5b-t12/5a-14 5b-t2/5a-t2 t18-t1
Bulk 0,09476 0,90524 0,1094 0,8906 0,9 0,1 0,0200
DS Barendrecht 0,3608 0,6392 0,0140 0,9860 0,9 0,1 0,0098
DS Den Haag 0,4074 0,5926 0,0185 0,9815 0,9 0,1 0,0078
DS Diemen 0,4224 0,5776 0,0113 0,9887 0,9 0,1 0,0081
DS Drachten 0,4509 0,5491 0,0273 0,9727 0,9 0,1 0,0104
DS Gilze 0,2741 0,7259 0,0203 0,9797 0,9 0,1 0,0077
DS Haps 0,2896 0,7104 0,0312 0,9688 0,9 0,1 0,0084
FD 0,5767 0,4233 0,1034 0,8966 0,9 0,1 0,0242
FD2 0,6702 0,3298 0,0966 0,9034 0,9 0,1 0,0299
FD3 0,75445 0,24555 0,2013 0,7987 0,9 0,1 0,0083
Freezer 0,4288 0,5712 0,1823 0,8177 0,9 0,1 0,0361
Non food 0,81746 0,18254 0,2575 0,7425 0,9 0,1 0,0514
RDC Kapelle dry groceries0,1511 0,8489 0,0473 0,9527 0,9 0,1 0,0163
RDC Putten dry groceries 0,3674 0,6326 0,0440 0,9560 0,9 0,1 0,0185
Wine 0,8763 0,1237 0,1392 0,8608 0,9 0,1 0,0344

Transition probabilities per branche based on freez er current situation

 
Table B-4: transition probabilities per branch based on freezer for the current situation 
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start-t21 start-t22 t21-5b/t22-5a t21-t12/t22-t14 5b-t12/5a-14 5b-t2/5a-t2 t18-t1
Bulk 0,09476 0,90524 0,1094 0,8906 0,9 0,1 0,0200
DS Barendrecht 0,3608 0,6392 0,0140 0,9860 0,9 0,1 0,0098
DS Den Haag 0,4074 0,5926 0,0185 0,9815 0,9 0,1 0,0078
DS Diemen 0,4224 0,5776 0,0113 0,9887 0,9 0,1 0,0081
DS Drachten 0,4509 0,5491 0,0273 0,9727 0,9 0,1 0,0104
DS Gilze 0,2741 0,7259 0,0203 0,9797 0,9 0,1 0,0077
DS Haps 0,2896 0,7104 0,0312 0,9688 0,9 0,1 0,0084
FD 0,5767 0,4233 0,1034 0,8966 0,9 0,1 0,0242
FD2 0,6702 0,3298 0,0966 0,9034 0,9 0,1 0,0299
FD3 0,75445 0,24555 0,2013 0,7987 0,9 0,1 0,0083
Freezer 0,4288 0,5712 0,1823 0,8177 0,9 0,1 0,0361
Non food 0,81746 0,18254 0,2575 0,7425 0,9 0,1 0,0514
RDC Kapelle dry groceries0,1511 0,8489 0,0473 0,9527 0,9 0,1 0,0163
RDC Putten dry groceries 0,3674 0,6326 0,044009598 0,955990402 0,9 0,1 0,018512192
Wine 0,8763 0,1237 0,139241791 0,860758209 0,9 0,1 0,034418376

Transition probabilities per branche based on freez er Redesign 1 & 2

 
Table B-5: transition probabilities per branch based on freezer for the redesign strategies 
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t18-t19t18-t5 t19-t15 t19-t6 t6-t15/t7a-12/t7b-t14 t6-t3/7a-t14/t7b-t4 start-t21/tt-4 st-t22 t21-t12/t22-t14 t21-t7a/t22-t7b
COOL Veghel 0,978 0,022 0,9813 0,0187 0,9000 0,1000 0,1959 0,804 0,9194 0,0806

Transition probabilities per branche based on cooli ng DC Veghel

 
Table B-6: transition probabilities per branch based on cooling DC Veghel for the current situation 
 

t18-t19t18-t5 t19-t15 t19-t6 t6-t15 t6-9/t7a-12/t7b-t14 t6-t3/7a-t14/t7b-t4st-t22 t21-t12/t22-t14 t21-t7a/t22-t7b
COOL Veghel 0,978 0,022 0,9813 0,0187 0,9000 0,1000 0,1959 0,804 0,9194 0,0806

Transition probabilities per branche based on cooli ng DC Veghel redesign 1 & 2

 
Table B-7: transition probabilities per branch based on cooling DC Veghel for the redesigns 
 

t12-t16 t12-t17 t23--t10 t23-end t23-t5 t5-t2 t5-t10 t5-end
RDC Kapelle Cool 0,827 0,173 0,7879 0,1648 0,047259496 0,1 0,7443 0,1557
RDC Putten Cool 0,8015 0,1985 0,7663 0,1897 0,044009598 0,1 0,721386 0,17861

Transition probabilities per branche based on RDC K apelle cooling

 
Table B-8: transition probabilities per branch based on RDC cooling Kapelle for the current situation 
 

t12-t16 t12-t17 t16-end/t17-end t16-t5a/t17-t5a t5a-t9b t5-t2
RDC Kapelle Cool 0,827 0,173 0,952740504 0,047259496 0,9 0,1
RDC Putten Cool 0,802 0,198 0,9560 0,0440 0,9 0,1

Transition probabilities per branche based on RDC K apelle cooling redesign 1&2

 
Table B-9: transition probabilities per branch based on RDC cooling Kapelle for the current situation 
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Branches Fte
Freezer 6
COOL Veghel 5,9
FD* 7,7
FD2* 5,2
FD3** 4,2
Bulk 3
Non food 16,3
Wine** 1,7
RDC Kapelle Cool 9,2
RDC Kapelle dry groceries 15,8
RDC Putten Cool 8,1
RDC Putten dry groceries 22,2
DS Barendrecht 6,3
DS Den Haag 16,7
DS Diemen 13,4
DS Drachten 22,8
DS Gilze 11,0
DS Haps 19,3

Labour hours

 
Table B-10: overview of number of fte per branch 
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Appendix C: Explanation of t e and v e calculation 
In this section the explanation for the application of the adjusted first passage time formula is given. 
The first passage time formula is in general used to calculate the time it takes in a stochastic process 
to “first passes into” a given subset of the state space. In this research the first passage time is adjusted 
such that it calculates the total process time or total variance which is related to the process (pallet, 
order line and supplier) flow from start to the end activity.  
 
The formula for the first passage time (Kulkarni, 1999) is given by: 
 

N 1

f,i f,i,j f ,j
i

m 1 p * m                 1 i N 1
−

= + ≤ ≤ −∑  

 
In this research the formula is adjusted as follows for calculating the total process time: 

N

f,i f,i f ,i,j f ,j
i

m t p * m= +∑  

The total variance of the process can be calculated by: 
N

f,i f,i f ,i,j f ,j
i

m v p * m= +∑  

 
The first adjustment of the first passage time formula is the introduction of tf,i and vf,i instead of the 
equal time-units as in a discrete time Markov chain. In the first passage time formula it is assumed 
that all the activities takes 1 time unit. In this research all the process times and variances are different 
and are given in table2 and table 3 of appendix B. The second adjustment of the formula is that in this 
research the end state N is also taken into account in the calculation of the first passage time. In this 
research the total time spend in the system is calculated therefore the end process time should also be 
taken into account. The application of the adjusted first passage time formula is illustrated on the basis 
of the following example.  
 
Example: 
In this example the total handling time of the pallet process of the freezer situation in the current 
situation is illustrated. The transition diagram and matrix are given below. The transition diagram and 
matrix provide information about the routing and probabilities of the process flow. 
 

 
Figure C.0-1: Freezer DC Veghel pallet level current situation 
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Start t21 t12 t5b t2 t8 t11b t22 t14 t5a t9 t11a End
Start 0.4 0.57
t21 0.8177 0.1823
t12 1
t5b 0.9 0.1
t2 1
t8 1
t11b 1
t22 0.82 0.1823
t14 1
t5a 0.1 0.9
t9 1
t11a 1
End 1

Freezer DC pallet level current situation

 
Table C.1: Overview of transition probabilities example 
 

end11a, 9, 14, 5a, 22, 2, 11b, 8, 5b, 12, 21, start,iFor =

+= ∑
N

i
jijii mptm

 

 
STEP1: The first step in calculating the total process time of the pallet process of the freezer is to 
write down all the possible equations as result of filling out equation XXX. 
 

endend
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STEP2: Substitute the equation such that the equation mstart can be calculated. Mstart is the first activity 
and will provide the total handling time till the end activity. 
 

 

0

0772,7

772,7846,9

618,1736,26

5802,3992,1860

961,35603,21995,8

02,189

0772,7

772,746,12

211,2192,1860

232,20336,3

254,18272,19007,12
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end

a
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b

b

startstart

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m
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m
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As can be seen from the above calculation the total handling time of the pallet process of the freezer is 
equal to 59,257 seconds. 
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Appendix D: Overviews of the results per situation 

Branche t(pallet) v(pallet) t(supplier) v(supplier) Utilization WIP TH CT(2) total hours total direct costs
Freezer 59.25754265 451.5352424 1122.199939 7006.79343 0.427806256 5.696392547 12.83193796 0.443923012 2512.480975 46480.89804
COOL Veghel 55.15152405 236.7380198 750.4830548 2897.62241 0.286642833 5.360642608 19.18764176 0.279379961 1788.651281 33090.04869
FD 50.76666667 282.6670858 890.3914606 3834.426404 0.388662939 6.917154241 20.2158273 0.342165282 2893.772247 53534.78657
FD2 48.64396902 263.105254 734.2445487 2880.203877 0.444996696 4.158837972 14.70899582 0.282741121 1909.035827 35317.16279
FD3 55.16008452 470.0603892 1108.006749 7717.038685 0.283640072 4.25099818 9.747233044 0.436123581 1040.295226 19245.46168
Bulk 59.49601427 324.6220842 1582.735965 7535.691617 0.970891275 16.07969189 4.549084724 3.534709258 2743.409006 50753.06661
Non food 58.36792675 579.9891242 4182.676043 39541.53881 0.322737349 17.69925651 10.32831602 1.713663338 6041.643173 111770.3987
Wine 48.35240914 336.7390132 688.1610181 3382.670132 0.35045237 1.533924621 5.231333809 0.293218647 546.7056977 10114.05541
RDC Kapelle Cool 33.981259 34.756428 768.588125 546.5968323 0.335494816 8.879685407 32.78739182 0.270826221 3663.603396 67776.66282
RDC Kapelle dry groceries 53.87808374 195.4608371 1660.624158 5298.388133 0.442064301 17.28131911 26.01431503 0.66430037 8275.443723 153095.7089
RDC Putten Cool 33.71095018 34.18194856 765.5061943 624.5242161 0.354401016 8.017788934 28.21662341 0.284151254 3317.193508 61368.07991
RDC Putten dry groceries 49.8917786 175.4127423 1080.853016 3096.809617 0.325256695 22.28032795 53.29124232 0.418086105 8118.407099 150190.5313
DS Barendrecht 47.74860345 115.1258435 1364.911084 2813.72358 0.205368566 5.695633236 10.55013778 0.539863398 1281.499851 23707.74725
DS Den Haag 47.27384771 121.1981866 1540.495065 3441.148742 0.08914902 17.15551156 28.04293307 0.611758817 1668.869654 30874.08859
DS Diemen 46.47597787 105.8294982 1273.174404 2449.358458 0.100203541 14.01553321 28.2757805 0.495672726 1563.175241 28918.74196
DS Drachten 47.18627713 136.3896917 1010.719002 2346.303822 0.06055506 23.74610587 60.5509542 0.392167327 1605.920192 29709.52355
DS Gilze 49.72560066 133.2441428 1930.408247 4640.755242 0.156398816 11.50439733 14.919124 0.771117482 1951.857228 36109.35871
DS Haps 50.27792854 154.3975667 1597.647676 4294.298277 0.07396517 19.94782856 31.54637957 0.632333372 1615.399316 29884.88735

Results current situation 

 
Figuur D.1: Overview of the results with regard to handling time, logistic parameters and costs for the current situation 
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Branche t(pallet) v(pallet) t(supplier) v(supplier) Utilization WIP TH CT(2) total hours total dir costs cost reduction
Freezer 53.62614697 440.1788166 845.2403401 6830.947248 0.322223422 5.954943449 17.03657447 0.34953878 1892.399206 35009.38531 11471.51273
COOL Veghel 47.14420535 208.7668768 479.4907883 2075.765833 0.183138843 5.782395109 30.03185953 0.192542027 1142.786379 21141.54801 11948.50069
FD 43.92328134 267.5565567 608.3523345 3630.261614 0.265550622 7.367523222 29.58811692 0.249002775 1977.145087 36577.18411 16957.60246
FD2 41.50259279 246.342521 466.8171215 2697.671588 0.282919468 4.389889475 23.13539822 0.189747738 1213.724516 22453.90354 12863.25925
FD3 49.05732141 454.3295096 818.6853432 7459.289521 0.209576313 4.467595883 13.19188146 0.338662525 768.6545722 14220.10959 5025.352091
Bulk 53.84262316 317.3452321 1262.254103 7367.106459 0.774299392 4.211368742 5.704081279 0.738307983 2187.907112 40476.28158 10276.78503
Non food 52.8064382 564.6940873 3613.658763 38499.1773 0.278831695 17.96507411 11.95464288 1.502769618 5219.729325 96564.99251 15205.40619
Wine 41.24168957 317.6970458 427.3168957 3192.245706 0.217615086 1.547997649 8.424661032 0.183745986 339.4795338 6280.371376 3833.684032
RDC Kapelle Cool 25.37320755 26.40989662 365.5639795 369.6285077 0.159571578 9.917087282 68.93458167 0.143862297 1742.521635 32236.65026 35540.01257
RDC Kapelle dry groceries 47.45709168 186.4946153 1297.617043 5056.035502 0.345430463 17.93260477 33.29179454 0.538649388 6466.458265 119629.4779 33466.23097
RDC Putten Cool 24.84392541 25.62853355 440.9921523 444.4896146 0.204163033 8.541590196 48.98046345 0.174387697 1910.965993 35352.87088 26015.20903
RDC Putten dry groceries 42.8969796 162.703046 768.4844397 2873.52972 0.231256892 23.59199502 74.95272126 0.314758352 5772.172014 106785.1823 43405.34909
DS Barendrecht 40.44667727 102.042319 998.065386 2495.688542 0.150171875 5.953031583 14.42791244 0.412605192 937.0725013 17335.84127 6371.905973
DS Den Haag 39.90025324 107.3688802 1142.747158 3050.235596 0.066131201 17.86590802 37.80363809 0.472597584 1237.976088 22902.55763 7971.530958
DS Diemen 38.98581972 91.61377323 911.5738537 2122.392032 0.071744238 14.70446114 39.49213753 0.372338953 1119.21012 20705.38723 8213.354733
DS Drachten 39.7986119 121.954071 695.0944579 2099.58119 0.041645093 25.27355101 88.04558763 0.287050739 1104.427861 20431.91543 9277.608128
DS Gilze 42.71343875 121.7813769 1497.666517 4242.828761 0.121338722 11.87920772 19.22991513 0.617746238 1514.307256 28014.68423 8094.674481
DS Haps 43.34200765 142.8275081 1216.092783 3973.637617 0.056300592 20.73603271 41.44420614 0.500336106 1229.604925 22747.69112 7137.196232

273075.1746

Results REDESIGN 1 

 
Figuur D.2: Overview of the results with regard to handling time, logistic parameters and costs after implementation of redesign 1 
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Branche t(pallet) v(pallet) t(supplier) v(supplier) Utilization WIP TH CT(2) total hours total dir costs cost reduction current cost reduction rdg 1
Freezer 45.99584645 439.5819017 727.0937515 6821.704694 0.277183454 5.932878088 19.80487382 0.299566568 1627.882121 30115.81925 16365.07879 4893.566064
COOL Veghel 35.00999295 184.327227 369.9151732 1855.068389 0.141287045 5.710462686 38.92784357 0.146693527 881.6311629 16310.17651 16779.87218 4831.371492
FD 36.23165458 266.9548442 504.4299107 3622.13181 0.220187659 7.34691561 35.68384748 0.20588911 1639.39721 30328.84838 23205.93819 6248.335729
FD2 33.80568165 245.7403952 383.0063113 2691.115107 0.232125037 4.360848472 28.19796876 0.154651156 995.8164093 18422.60357 16894.55922 4031.299972
FD3 41.44179671 453.7337506 693.9078999 7449.528239 0.177634375 4.454379936 15.56402514 0.286197169 651.5024172 12052.79472 7192.666959 2167.314868
Bulk 46.1556535 316.743884 1084.172639 7353.175228 0.665059605 3.645528463 6.641008765 0.548941974 1879.232575 34765.80263 15987.26398 5710.478942
Non food 45.23455231 564.1017421 3097.63474 38458.80897 0.239015026 17.95949289 13.94612458 1.287776599 4474.361291 82775.68389 28994.71481 13789.30862
Wine 33.57790829 317.0975117 350.6790829 3186.250365 0.17858657 1.520662001 10.26579621 0.148128988 278.5950492 5154.008411 4960.046997 1126.362965
RDC Kapelle Cool 25.37320755 26.40989662 339.0339795 368.7465077 0.147991023 10.14479075 74.32883288 0.136485269 1616.061969 29897.14642 37879.5164 2339.503833
RDC Kapelle dry groceries 39.72182176 185.8894887 1088.540545 5039.679543 0.289773525 17.91505674 39.68616531 0.451418186 5424.560381 100354.367 52741.34183 19275.11086
RDC Putten Cool 24.84392541 25.62853355 414.4621523 443.6076146 0.191880626 8.702774672 52.11573573 0.166989385 1796.00266 33226.04921 28142.0307 2126.821667
RDC Putten dry groceries 35.15918386 162.0977218 632.5522011 2862.895803 0.190351357 23.55946039 91.0596784 0.258725495 4751.169866 87896.64252 62293.88882 18888.53974
DS Barendrecht 32.6855694 101.4351711 809.4107638 2480.930177 0.121786342 5.943155716 17.79071967 0.33405932 759.9467727 14059.01529 9648.731953 3276.82598
DS Den Haag 32.14259559 106.7620022 923.4640354 3033.081178 0.053441206 17.84750271 46.78038163 0.381516826 1000.419372 18507.75838 12366.33021 4394.799256
DS Diemen 31.22262045 91.0064617 733.0202703 2108.423867 0.05769141 14.68540471 49.11187515 0.299019426 899.9859985 16649.74097 12269.00099 4055.646253
DS Drachten 32.04783047 121.347731 562.6265571 2089.218286 0.033708563 25.23087971 108.7755265 0.231953644 893.9510852 16538.09508 13171.42848 3893.82035
DS Gilze 34.95720979 121.1746107 1228.414568 4221.765305 0.099524328 11.870427 23.44485383 0.50631269 1242.063619 22978.17695 13131.18176 5036.507277
DS Haps 35.59427677 142.2214067 1001.369956 3956.839948 0.04635972 20.71811524 50.33104866 0.411636868 1012.496289 18731.18135 11153.706 4016.509772

383177.2983 110102.1236total cost reduction

Results REDESIGN 2 

 
Figuur D.3: Overview of the results with regard to handling time, logistic parameters and costs after implementation of redesign 2 
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Appendix E: Transition matrices and diagrams 
NOTE:  The transition probabilities of the other branches than the given research sites can be 

found in appendix B.  

Freezer DC Veghel 
 

 
Figure E.0-1: Transition diagram of freezer DC Veghel level 1 current situation 
 

Start t18 t1 pallet t20 end
Start 1
t18 0.0361 0.9639
t1 1
pallet 1
t20 1
End 1

Freezer DC level 1 current situation

 
Table E.1:Transition matrix of freezer DC Veghel level 1 current situation 
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START

T21 T12 T8 T11b

END

T5b

T2

T22 T14 T9 T11A

T5a

0.4288

0.8177 1 1

1
0.1823

0.1

1

1

110.8177

0.5712 0.1823

0.1

0.9

0.9

 
Figure E.0-2: Transition diagram of freezer DC Veghel pallet level current situation 

Start t21 t12 t5b t2 t8 t11b t22 t14 t5a t9 t11a End
Start 0.4 0.57
t21 0.8177 0.1823
t12 1
t5b 0.9 0.1
t2 1
t8 1
t11b 1
t22 0.82 0.1823
t14 1
t5a 0.1 0.9
t9 1
t11a 1
End 1

Freezer DC pallet level current situation

 
table E.2: Transition matrix of freezer DC Veghel pallet level current situation 

 
Figure E.0-3: Transition diagram of freezer DC Veghel Level 1 Redesign 1 & 2 
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Start pallet t20 end
Start 1
pallet 1
t20 1
End 1

Freezer DC level 1 rd1+2

 
table E.3: Transition matrix of freezer DC Veghel Level 1 Redesign 1 & 2 
 

 
Figure E.0-4: Transition diagram of freezer DC Veghel pallet level Redesign 1 

Start t13 t21 t12 t5b t2 t8 t11b t22 t14 t5a t9 t11a End
Start 1
t13 0.4288 0.5712
t21 0.8177 0.1823
t12 1
t5b 0.1 0.9
t2 1
t8 1

t11b 1
t22 0.8177 0.1823
t14 1
t5a 0.1 0.9
t9 1
t11a 1
End 1

Freezer DC pallet level rd 1

 
table E.4: Transition matrix of freezer DC Veghel pallet level Redesign 1 
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START

T21 T12

END

T5b

T2

T22 T14

T5a

0.4288

0.8177

1
0.1823

0.1

1

1

0.8177

0.5712

0.1823

0.1

T9

T8

0.9

1

0.9

1

T131

 
Figure E.0-5: Transition diagram of freezer DC Veghel pallet level redesign 2 

Start t13 t21 t12 t5b t2 t8 t22 t14 t5a t9 End
Start 1
t13 0.4288 0.5712
t21 0.8177 0.1823
t12 1
t5b 0.1 0.9
t2 1
t8 1

t22 0.8177 0.1823
t14 1
t5a 0.1 0.9
t9 1
End 1

Freezer DC pallet level rd 2

 
table E.5: Transition matrix of freezer DC Veghel pallet level redesign 2 
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Retail DC Kapelle 

 
Figure E.0-6: Transition diagram of retail DC Kapelle level 1 current situation and redesign 1 
 

start t0 pallet orderline t11a t11b t20 end
start 1
t0 1
pallet 1
orderline 1
t11a 1
t11b 1
t20 1
end 1

RDC Kapelle level 1 current situation

 
table E.6: Transition matrix of retail DC Kapelle level 1 current situation and redesign 1 

 
Figure E.0-7: Transition diagram of retail DC Kapelle pallet level current situation 
 
 

start t12 t16 t17 t9 end
start 1
t12 0.827 0.173
t16 1
t17 1
t9 1
end 1

RDC Kapelle Pallet Current situation

 
table E.7: Transition matrix of retail DC Kapelle pallet level current situation 
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START ENDT23

T5

T10

T2

1

0.7879

0.0473

0.1648

1

0.1

0.7443

1

0.1557

 
Figure E.0-8: Transition diagram of retail DC Kapelle order line level current situation 
 

start t23 t10 t5 t2 end
start 1
t23 0.7879 0.0473 0.1648
t10 1
t5 0.7443 0.1 0.1557
t2 1
end 1

RDC Kapelle Pallet Orderline current situation

 
table E.8: transition matrix of retail DC Kapelle order line level current situation 
 

 
Figure E.0-9: Transition diagram of retail DC Kapelle level 1 Redesign 1 
 

start t0 pallet t11a t11b t20 end
start 1
t0 1
pallet 1
t11a 1
t11b 1
t20 1
end 1

RDC Kapelle level 1 rd 1 

 
table E.9: Transition matrix of retail DC Kapelle level 1 Redesign 1 
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Figure E.0-10: Transition diagram of retail DC Kapelle level 1 Redesign 2 

start t0 pallet t20 end
start 1
t0 1
pallet 1
t20 1
end 1

RDC Kapelle level 1 rd 2

 
table E.10: Transition matrix of retail DC Kapelle level 1 Redesign 2 
 

t12

t17

t16

t5a

t2

ENDSTART

t9b

0.827

0.173 0.0473

0.0473

0.9 1

0.1 1

0.9527

0.9527

t131 1

 
Figure E.0-11: Transition diagram of retail DC Kapelle pallet level redesign 1 & 2 
 

start t13 t12 t16 t17 t5 t2 t9 end
start 1
t13 1
t12 0.83 0.17
t16 0.05 0.95
t17 0.05 0.95
t5 0.1 0.9
t2 1
t9 1
end 1

RDC Kapelle Pallet rd 1 & 2

 
table E.11: Transition matrix of retail DC Kapelle pallet level redesign 1 & 2 
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Cooling DC Veghel  

 
Figure E.0-12: Transition diagram of cooling DC Veghel level 1 current situation 
 

start t18 t5 t19 t2 t15 t6 t3 pallet t20 end
start 1
t18 0.022 0.978
t5 1
t19 0.9813 0.0187
t2 1
t15 1
t6 0.9 0.1
t3 1
pallet 1
t20 1
end 1

Cooling DC Veghel level 1 current situation

 
table E.12: Transition matrix of cooling DC Veghel level 1 current situation  
 

 
Figure E.0-13: Transition diagram of Cooling DC Veghel pallet level current situation 
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start t21 t22 t12 t7a t9 t4 t14 t7b t8 t11a t11b end
start 0.1959 0.8041
t21 0.9194 0.0806
t22 0.9194 0.0806
t12 1
t7a 0.9 0.1
t9 1
t4 1
t14 1
t7b 0.1 0.9
t8 1
t11a 1
t11b 1
end 1

Cooling DC Veghel Pallet level current situation

 
table E.13: Transition matrix of Cooling DC Veghel pallet level current situation 
 

 
Figure E.0-14: Transition diagram of cooling DC Veghel level 1 Redesign 1 & 2 
 

start t0 t19 t15 t6 t3 t9 pallet t20 end
start 1
t0 1
t19 0.9813 0.0187
t15 1
t6 0.1 0.9
t3 1
t9 1
pallet 1
t20 1
end 1

Cooling DC Veghel level 1 redesign 1 & 2

 
table E.14: Transition matrix of cooling DC Veghel level 1 Redesign 1 & 2 
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Figure E.0-15: Transition diagram of cooling DC Veghel pallet level redesign 1 
 

start t13 t21 t22 t12 t7a t9 t4 t14 t7b t8 t11a t11b end
start 1
t13 0.1959 0.8041
t21 0.8964 0.1026
t22 0.8964 0.1026
t12 1
t7a 0.9 0.1
t9 1
t4 1
t14 1
t7b 0.1 0.9
t8 1
t11a 1
t11b 1
end 1

Cooling DC Veghel Pallet level rd 1

 
table E.15: Transition matrix of cooling DC Veghel pallet level redesign 1 
 

 
Figure E.0-16: Transition diagram of cooling DC Veghel pallet level redesign 2 
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start t13 t21 t22 t12 t7a t9 t4 t14 t7b t8 end
start 1
t13 0.1959 0.8041
t21 0.8964 0.1026
t22 0.8964 0.1026
t12 1
t7a 0.9 0.1
t9 1
t4 1
t14 1
t7b 0.1 0.9
t8 1
end 1

Cooling DC Veghel Pallet level rd 2

 
table E.16: Transition matrix of cooling DC Veghel pallet level redesign 2 
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Appendix F: Overview of number of pallets per suppl ier 

number of pallets per supplier (k)
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Figure F.0-1: Average number of pallets per supplier    
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Appendix G: Results on logistic parameters for s-1 

Utilization WIP TH CT(2) Utilization WIP TH CT(2) Utilization WIP TH CT(2)
Freezer 0,427806 5,696393 12,83194 0,443923 0,429631 4,578937 12,77743 0,358361 0,369578 4,527809 14,85366 0,304828
COOL Veghel 0,286643 5,360643 19,18764 0,27938 0,244185 4,367984 22,52389 0,193927 0,188383 4,301369 29,19588 0,147328
FD 0,388663 6,917154 20,21583 0,342165 0,265551 7,367523 29,58812 0,249003 0,220188 7,346916 35,68385 0,205889
FD2 0,444997 4,158838 14,709 0,282741 0,282919 4,389889 23,1354 0,189748 0,232125 4,360848 28,19797 0,154651
FD3 0,28364 4,250998 9,747233 0,436124 0,314364 3,069289 8,794588 0,348997 0,952741 3,069289 8,794588 0,860758
Bulk 0,970891 16,07969 4,549085 3,534709 1,548599 0,354887 2,852041 0,124433 1,330119 -0,134706 3,320504 -0,040568
Non food 0,322737 17,69926 10,32832 1,713663 0,30418 16,47084 10,95842 1,50303 0,260744 16,46438 12,78395 1,287895
Wine 0,350452 1,533925 5,231334 0,293219 * * * * * * * *
RDC Kapelle Cool 0,335495 8,879704 32,78739 0,270827 0,186167 8,503615 59,08678 0,143917 0,172656 8,698163 63,71043 0,136527
RDC Kapelle dry groceries 0,442064 17,28132 26,01432 0,6643 0,376833 16,44535 30,51748 0,538883 0,316117 16,42549 36,37898 0,451511
RDC Putten Cool 0,335495 8,879704 32,78739 0,270827 0,244996 7,129219 40,81705 0,174663 0,230257 7,261827 43,42978 0,167208
RDC Putten dry groceries 0,325257 22,28033 53,29124 0,418086 0,231257 23,592 74,95272 0,314758 0,190351 23,55946 91,05968 0,258725
DS Barendrecht 0,205369 5,695633 10,55014 0,539863 0,150172 5,953032 14,42791 0,412605 0,121786 5,943156 17,79072 0,334059
DS Den Haag 0,089149 17,15551 28,04293 0,611759 0,066131 17,86591 37,80364 0,472598 0,053441 17,8475 46,78038 0,381517
DS Diemen 0,100204 14,01553 28,27578 0,495673 0,079716 13,23406 35,54292 0,37234 0,064102 13,21688 44,20069 0,29902
DS Drachten 0,060555 23,74611 60,55095 0,392167 0,041645 25,27355 88,04559 0,287051 0,033709 25,23088 108,7755 0,231954
DS Gilze 0,156399 11,5044 14,91912 0,771117 0,138673 10,39512 16,82618 0,617795 0,113742 10,38707 20,51425 0,506334
DS Haps 0,073965 19,94783 31,54638 0,632333 0,056301 20,73603 41,44421 0,500336 0,04636 20,71812 50,33105 0,411637
* reduction with 1 server is impossible because current number of employees is 1

Overview of logistic parameters after reducing the number of servers with 1
current 1 (m) redesign 1(s-1) redesign 2(s-1)

 
Table G.1: Overview of logistic parameter after reducing the number of servers with 1 for the redesigns 
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U(c)>=U(r1) TH(c)<=TH(r1) CT(c)>=CT(r1) U(c)>=U(r2) TH(c)<=TH(r2) CT(c)>=CT(r2)
Freezer - - + + + +
COOL Veghel + + + + + +
FD + + + + + +
FD2 + + + + + +
FD3 - - + - - -
Bulk - - + - - +
Non food + + + + + +
Wine - - - - - -
RDC Kapelle Cool + + + + + +
RDC Kapelle dry groceries + + + + + +
RDC Putten Cool + + + + + +
RDC Putten dry groceries + + + + + +
DS Barendrecht + + + + + +
DS Den Haag + + + + + +
DS Diemen + + + + + +
DS Drachten + + + + + +
DS Gilze + + + + + +
DS Haps + + + + + +

Test restrictions to motivate reduction of s with 1  (+ = restriction is met)
 Redesign 1  Redesign 2

 
Table G.2: Overview of the results for the restriction test 
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start fte start s fte-1 fte-2 fte-3 redesign 1 Redesign 2
Freezer 6 4 3 3 2 impossible 2
COOL Veghel 5,9 4 3 3 2 2 2
FD* 7,7 6 5 4 3 1 1
FD2* 5,2 4 3 2 1 1 1
FD3** 4,2 3 2 1 0 impossible impossible
Bulk 3 2 1 0 0 impossible impossible
Non food 16,3 12 12 11 10 2 2
Wine** 1,7 1 0 0 -1 impossible impossible
RDC Kapelle Cool 9,2 7 6 5 4 1 1
RDC Kapelle dry groceries 15,8 12 11 10 10 1 1
RDC Putten Cool 8,1 6 5 4 4 1 1
RDC Putten dry groceries 22,2 17 16 16 15 2 2
DS Barendrecht 6,3 5 4 3 2 1 1
DS Den Haag 16,7 13 12 11 10 1 1
DS Diemen 13,4 10 9 9 8 2 2
DS Drachten 22,8 18 17 16 15 1 1
DS Gilze 11,0 8 7 7 6 2 2
DS Haps 19,3 15 14 13 12 1 1

19 21total number of fte *calculated with s formula as given in section 6.3 

Number of servers with total number of employees eliminated*
Number of fte which can be deleted such that s reduces with 1

 
Table G.3: overview of total fte’s which can be eliminated after implementation of redesigns 
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Appendix I: Delivery inaccuracy breakdown 
In this section the delivery inaccuracy breakdown structure is discussed in more detail. In figure I-1 
the delivery inaccuracy breakdown structure is provided. The inaccuracy breakdown structure is used 
to calculate some transition probabilities. The delivery breakdown structure is the result of a fault 
study at the cooling DC. At the cooling DC in Veghel all the inaccuracies during delivery are 
registered for one month and based on this study (760 observations) a delivery inaccuracy breakdown 
structure is developed. The accuracy of the inaccuracy breakdown structure is validated by testing for 
the relation between “number differences” and “no delivery”. The validation data are collected via the 
database of Sligro Food Group which contains data about the number ordered and delivered.  

SBD, 22.58%

DEFICIT, 12.27%

NO DELIVERY 
DESADV, 21.36%

NUMBER 
DIFFERENCE, 

34.09%

WRONG WEIGHT, 
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ELSE, 3.33%

 
Figure I-1: Delivery inaccuracy breakdown structure 
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